
There’s only room in this band for one hysterical Queen.

A Bohemian Rhapsody/Queen slash blog. Everything here is completely fictional which includes
fictional versions of the people portrayed/mentioned. This blog contains NSFW adult 18+

content. KyluxFicHell on Ao3.

• POSTS 

• ASK ME ANYTHING 

• SUBMIT A POST 

• ARCHIVE

Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF/mazlek, I love all the ficlets with their first baby, especially the ones 
showing them having fun in the water (the beach, pool, etc.) Can we see a ficlet
of like Joe holding their happy baby in the bath while Rami takes pictures?

“Look at daddy, JJ!” Joe coos, planting a sloppy kiss on his baby’s chubby cheek.
JJ gurgles happily as Joe turns the boy in the water to face Rami, who quickly snaps a few 
photos on his phone.
“You love the bubbles, don’t you?” Joe grins, scooping up some bubbles to place them on top
of JJ’s head in a big soggy lump.
JJ laughs delightedly at that, clapping his tiny chubby hands together while Rami takes some 
more photos, before Joe carefully washes the bubbles away with a small pot of water.
“There we go,” Joe says softly, kissing JJ’s nose. “Nice and clean, huh?”
Rami reaches forward to stroke his son’s wet hair. “Looks like you’re gonna be ginger like 
your mom.”
“The ginger gene is unbeatable,” Joe says proudly, lifting the baby out of the bath while Rami
fetches a towel. “Sorry to break it to you, but all our kids are gonna be ginger.”
“All?” Rami says with a smile as he starts to dry JJ off with the towel.
“Well yeah. You didn’t think we were stopping at one, right?”
“Absolutely not.”
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sweet-symphony0 asked:
Okay, I can’t get this out of my head but I’m just picturing SOMFT Mazlek-Joe
presenting Rami with the outstanding performer of the year award at the SBIFF
as his SUB?! (If you haven’t seen that speech go watch it, it’s PEAK Mazlek 
content) like Rami would be so proud that he’s receiving an award from his sub
but also that since he got to choose the presenter he pushed Joe to do it and the 
film festival actually said yes! Just picture that speech, it’s already so loving but
as Dom/sub?? Omg ?
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I actually haven’t seen it but OMG I love this!!! It would mean so much to Rami to have Joe 
present an award to him. And it would be such a big moment to see a sub do the presentation 
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF: would Gwil and Rami get shit for being close to one another? Sorry 
if it’s already been asked!

Things are a little better at the time of SOMOTF so most people wouldn’t be bothered by two
Doms spending lots of time together and being close (although of course there are those who 
are dicks about it). It’s something that would probably be picked up on more around the time 
of IBTYF
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Anonymous asked:
Can we get some SOMOTF Harlee with their babies?

If someone had asked Gwil ten years ago if he ever thought he’d end up with four children, 
he would have laughed.
Yet here he is, collapsed on the sofa after a tiring day at the beach, with four small people 
draped across his and Ben’s laps, snoring softly.
“Your beach idea was amazing,” Ben yawns. “They’ll be out all night.”
Gwil grins and strokes Max’s hair. “I do occasionally have good ideas.”
As his eyes sleepily meet Ben’s, Gwil can’t help but feel utterly content. His family is happy 
and safe, and even though he knows he’ll probably be woken in the early hours of the 
morning by four energetic voices, he wouldn’t change a thing.
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Anonymous asked:
joe telling rami that’s his pregnant? maybe rami had a rough day on set 
(somotf)

There are very few days where Rami hates his job.
Today is one of those days though.
By the time he gets home he still feels chilled to his bones, frozen from spending six hours 
reshooting the same scene in a swimming pool.
But he instantly feels warmer when he sees Joe curled up under a blanket on the sofa.
“Hey,” Rami says softly, smiling for the first time that day as he drops a kiss onto Joe’s hair. 
“Feeling better?”
“A little,” Joe says with a warm smile, pulling Rami down to sit with him. “Might need to 
visit the doc though.”
Rami frowns. “You think?”
“Uh-huh. I’m pregnant.”
Rami blinks, taking in the excited look on Joe’s face. “You’re kidding.”
“Nope. I’m knocked up.”
Rami squeezes Joe’s hand, thoughts of the pool long forgotten. “You’re not shitting me?”
“I’m not shitting you,” Joe laughs. “You’re gonna be a dad.”
Rami laughs too, and then he’s pulling his sub in for a kiss and holding him close as he 
decides he’ll never complain about his job again.
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Anonymous asked:
joe finding out his pregnant in somotf?

Joe smiles at the white stick in his hand.
He’s pregnant.
He’s pregnant.
There’s so many people he needs to tell. Rami. His mom. His brother, his sister. John.
He’s tempted to text everyone immediately, but he knows he needs to tell Rami in person. His
Dom won’t be home for a few more hours, so it will be a long wait.
He rests a hand on his stomach and grins again.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF/IBTYF A bit after Ben & Joe have their babies, Joe and Rami are in 
London visiting Ben & Gwil. I would love to see the once in blue moon sub 
time between Ben, Joe, Roger, and John. The older subs making them feel 
fantastic about their post baby bodies. Hi yes it's me, the annoying anon 
obsessed with the post baby bod asks! I had my first one at 17 & my second at 
now at 23. At its a whole different world bouncing back at 23 than 17. I rely on 
my fiancee & friends for my self confidence ?

I love the post baby bod asks  your body has done incredible things honey and I’m sure your 
fiancée and friends remind you how beautiful you are ?
*****
“I haven’t had a chance to go to the gym yet,” Joe laughs nervously as he steps out of his 
underwear.
He sucks in his stomach a little, painfully aware of how tubby his tummy is. He just feels 
so…big. Everything feels huge. His tummy, his thighs, his ass.
“I barely had time to breathe when my children were born,” John chuckles, pulling Joe into 
his arms. “Let alone go to the gym.”
Joe smiles and leans in for a kiss, relaxing a little as he presses his body against John’s.
“You look beautiful,” John says softly, his eyes sweeping down Joe’s body. “You look like a 
mother. Freddie used to say there’s nothing more beautiful than a mother.”
That sparks something warm in Joe’s chest, and he glances over to where Roger is gently 
kissing over the stretch marks on Ben’s tummy.
“You’re both gorgeous,” Roger agrees. “Any worries you have about your bodies right now- I
can guarantee you both Deaky and I have had them before. And look at us. We’re both still 
pretty hot.”
John laughs and blushes at that, but Joe pulls the older sub in for another kiss.
“He’s right,” Joe grins. “You look amazing. I can’t believe you’ve had three children 
sometimes.”
John smiles warmly. “I used to worry about my body a lot after I had my children. Giving 
birth and chestfeeding takes its toll. But I had my Dom and my best friends to remind me that 
the stretch marks and extra fat was all part of what made me beautiful.”
“We’re hot mamas!” Ben giggles, his face already flushed.
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Anonymous asked:
rami saying something cheesy like “and id like to thank joe, the mother of my 
the greatest prize in my life... our son jj” in every reward speech he gives
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Obvs Rami gushes about Joe and JJ in every single award speech/interview because he 
honestly believes they are a big part of his success
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Anonymous asked:
If I remember correctly, joe was pregnant with JJ(I think that’s his name?) 
during the BoRhap press tour and rami didn’t claim joe until after the oscars. Is 
there a stigma around babies being born before claiming (like being born out of
wedlock)?

JJ was an oops baby ?
Yes there is a bit of stigma around babies being born before claiming (more so at the time of 
IBTYF than the present day)- it’s talked about in the press a lot but most people are very 
happy and supportive
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Anonymous asked:
joe thinking sami is rami by accident early on in their claiming, like imagine 
baby brain, tiredness of alcohol kicks in and his suddenly just guessing if that is
his rami or not (somotf)

Maybe he’s feeling subby and just wants to sit at Rami’s feet but ends up tiredly sitting down 
in front of Sami instead, and then when Rami walks in the room Joe is super embarrassed ?
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Anonymous asked:
(6) “For now,” Rami says, holding Joe close. “You’re going to tell me the name
of that director and then go get yourself comfortable. Go eat something and I’ll 
be right there to cuddle. Sound good?” Joe blushes, managing a small smile. 
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His first smile all day. “Sounds good, master.” ——— This is was stuck in my 
head all day and I HAD to get it out. I’m sorry for the delay! I love this pairing 
and this world you’ve written so much, I’m obsessed. You’re such a fantastic 
writer!

Thank you so much for sharing anon! This was so beautifully written- I always love when 
people send in little ficlets 
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Anonymous asked:
(5) “okay, baby,” Rami shushes him then, kissing his temple, and not for the 
first time, Joe thinks he has the most incredible Dom. “I’m proud of you for 
standing up for yourself, I know that wasn’t an easy situation. Why don’t we go
have a cuddle for a bit? Just relax, and you can think of a reward for tonight.” 
He winks at Joe’s look of surprise. “You were so strong and brave, of course 
I’m giving you a reward.” He tugs Joe into a hug, and Joe buries his face in 
Rami’s collarbone.

Rami you babe 
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Anonymous asked:
(4) “and I left,” Joe says shakily, and his face looks miserable. “I just thought-I 
thought we were past that? God forbid I think subs should be able to be dressed
decently. And get a part for talent.” He’s snapping and knows he shouldn’t be, 
especially in front of his Dom, but Rami says nothing about it, instead stroking 
Joe’s knuckles with his thumb, letting Joe rant with silent rage in his eyes. “For 
fuck’s sake-” He stops then, wiping at his tears as they start up again. “I’m so 
tired.”
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? ﾭﾘ゚ ?
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Anonymous asked:
(3) “And then,” Joe squeezes his eyes shut, trembling, and Rami takes his hand,
silently running his thumb over the knuckles. “They told me-” Joe swallows, 
unable to look his Dom in the eye. “The director told me I had the part if I 
sucked him off in the bathroom.” “Excuse me?!” Rami spits out furiously, 
clenching his jaw. “That fucking-Joe, baby, you never should have to deal with 
that. Who was this?” “I told him no, obviously,” Joe whispers, but he’s tearing 
up again.

JOE ? ﾭﾘ゚ ?
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Anonymous asked:
(2) SHIT IM SORRY I THOUGHT THE REST OF IT SENT- “Joe?!” Rami 
comes sprinting down the hall, panic written all over his features, though he 
calms down for Joe’s sake once he sees his sub. “Baby? Hey,” he cooed gently, 
cupping Joe’s face, thumbing away tears. “Hey, I’m here. Did someone hurt 
you? What’s happened?” Joe tries to contain his tears desperately to no avail. 
“Well the audition sucked, and then they made me strip for it-” “They what?!” 
“I’m used to that,” Joe sighs glumly.

YES HERE WE GO- thank you anon 
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Anonymous asked:
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somotf: post pregnancy joe is a lightweight and gets drunk at the oscars and 
misidentifies sami for rami

LOL like he’s literally hanging off Sami’s arm like “take me home now, Master”, and Sami’s 
just like “err…Rami!!!”
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Anonymous asked:
heavily pregnant joe during borap press having so much sub time with roger, 
john and ben?

Joe is basically spoiled throughout the press tour. It’s hard work but he gets baths and cuddles
every day with Ben, and on the rare times Roger and John join them, Joe gets to be in the 
middle of a big cuddle pile 
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Anonymous asked:
somotf: is joe pregnant during the borap press or is jason already born

Joe is pregnant during the press tour
standing on my own two feet mpreg
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Anonymous asked:
thinking of somotf rami being absolute heart eyed about sub joe post pacific 
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and talking non stop about him to dom sami... who basically tells him to make a
move (and his probably super hyped in 2017 WHEN HE FINALLY DOES!!)

Love this! Like Rami is constantly showing Sami photos of Joe and pointing him out when 
they’re watching The Pacific together, and Sami’s like “yeah man, he’s cute, you should 
totally date him”. And then in 2017 Sami is the first one Rami tells about his relationship with
Joe and later the claiming.
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Anonymous asked:
just realised that ben and joe would be pregnant at the same time (unless by 
some miracle joe/ben gives birth january 2021 and the other sub gets pregnant 
just after giving birth october/november/december 2021 (o hope not i want 
pregnant sub time fluff)

Yep- their pregnancies do overlap ? they don’t get regular sub time together because they live 
in different countries, but whenever they do see each other there’s lot of fluffy sub time and 
Rami and Gwil basically retreat to a bar/pub to give them some space.
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Anonymous asked:
Mazlek -SOMOTF. Joe decides to keep directing movies but no one really 
takes him seriously because subs don't usually fit in any position of power since
"they lack the sense of leadership". Rami joins the project, because he wants to 
work with him and also give the project some relevance as an award winner. 
How do you think he would deal with his sub directing him or giving him 
"orders" in public? And how would Joe deal with the situation? Thanks!

Rami would have no problem taking orders from Joe in a professional capacity. He respects 
the position of the director, regardless of whether they’re a Dom or sub, plus he knows what 
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an amazing director Joe is and trusts his judgement. He’s a real role model for others on set 
too. Joe isn’t used to giving his Dom orders, and it takes him a little while to build his 
confidence, but having Rami there really helps him. Rami is super respectful and doesn’t let 
their personal relationship get in the way of their professional relationship.
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Anonymous asked:
Omg after all these all dark verse! asks my heart hurts ? is it okay if I ask for 
some rami/joe fluff where Joe likes stealing Rami’s hoodies because of his 
dom’s scent? And Rami pretends to be all bothered but he actually LOVES it. I 
miss them and love them ?

“Stealing my hoodies again?” Rami chuckles as he searches the kitchen for coffee. “Am I 
gonna have to punish you for not doing your laundry again?”
Joe gives his Dom a sweet smile. “No, Master. Just love wearing your stuff.”
Rami doesn’t really have a problem with it. Especially not when Joe is wearing nothing but 
one of Rami’s hoodies and his boxer-briefs. The Dom in him feels smugly possessive to see 
Joe in his hoodie, and it makes him want to bend Joe over the kitchen table and pull those 
tight little briefs down.
In fact, he might just do that.
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Anonymous asked:
somotf mazlek- I humbly request anything from the vault with them and baby 
Jason

“Baby,” Rami says with a frown, gazing down at their son. “What exactly is JJ supposed to be
dressed as?”
“He’s a Christmas pudding!” Joe says excitedly. “Doesn’t he look cute?”
Jason gurgles and sneezes, drooling a little down his Christmas pudding costume.
“Er…yeah. He’s cute, but it’s just hard to tell he’s a pudding. He almost looks like a little tu-“
“Do not say turd. Our baby does not look like a turd. This outfit was a gift from Brian, Roger 
and John. It arrived last week. I promised I’d put up some photos of JJ wearing it on Insta.”
“Baby’s first Christmas,” Rami chuckles. “We’ll show him these photos in a few years and 
blame Queen for the outfit.”
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Anonymous asked:
somotf- a scene with Dom Rami fingering sub Joe as a reward? Filming was 
exhausting for Joe but he pushed through it, and you know Rami would be so 
pleased with him.

Joe knows he’s supposed to stay in position.
But what Rami is doing to him right now is pure magic and he’s afraid he’s about to collapse 
at any moment.
“Well done, baby,” Rami praises, scissoring his lubed fingers inside Joe gently. “You’re doing
so good. Lying here with your legs open, letting me finger your ass…absolutely perfect.”
“Thank you, Master.” Joe swallows and spreads his legs wider.
Rami grins. “Let’s go a little deeper…since you’ve been so good.”

standing on my own two feet mazlek
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Anonymous asked:
I kinda HC that bubba Freddie was born around the time BoRhap started 
filming so can we get some of John gushing about his new grandbaby to Joe 
Ben and Roger during sub time?

“This is him wearing the onesie I bought for him,” John says proudly, flicking to the next 
photo on his phone.
Joe grins at the picture of a tiny chubby baby wearing a yellow onesie with a duck on the 
front. “Very cute.”
“And here’s me holding him at the hospital.”
“He’s gorgeous, John,” Ben says softly. “You must be a very proud grandma.”
“Definitely. I can’t wait to see him again,” John says excitedly. “He’s a wonderfully good 
baby. Barely fussy at all.”
“You’d think the novelty would wear off after the first couple of grandkids,” Roger laughs, 
“but Deaky loves his cuddles with the grandbabies.”
John chuckles. “You’re just jealous because I’ve overtaken you in the grandchildren 
department.”
“Yeah yeah. It’s not my fault your submissive son is so damn fertile. Maybe I can persuade 
Liam to have another.”
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Joe glances at Ben and wonders if maybe this will be them one day, bickering over who has 
the most grandchildren.
It’s a nice dream to have.
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Anonymous asked:
Ben joe john and rogers's sub time!! Ben joe john and roger's sub time!!!

Joe grips onto the wall for support, because he’s pretty sure his knees are about to buckle.
He opens his eyes and gazes down at the three submissives on their knees before him, giving 
him the most incredible blowjob of his life. Ben is sucking Joe’s cock enthusiastically as John
and Roger mouth at his balls, and he’s pretty sure he’s about to come.
“Stop,” Joe says breathlessly. “Oh my god, you guys. You’re fucking amazing.”
Ben pulls off of Joe’s cock and smiles up at him. “What next then? This is your night.”
“I need some water,” Joe chuckles. “Need to hydrate. Why don’t you guys go to the bedroom 
and start without me?”
He watches as Ben helps the two older subs to their feet, and the three of them giggle at him 
before retreating into the bedroom. Joe lets his eyes momentarily dip to fix on their bare 
asses.
He takes a few minutes to compose himself in the kitchen, chugging a glass of water as his 
heart pounds. His fingers brush over the collar at his neck. It’s been a crazy few days. He’s 
finally been claimed by Rami, and now he’s spending his sub night with his best friend and 
two rock stars.
When he makes it back to the bedroom, his cock hardens at the sight that greets him. There 
are a variety of sex toys spread out across the bed and floor- some are his own which he’d 
laid out earlier in anticipation of tonight, but there are a few he doesn’t recognise.
Roger and Ben are already lost in each other on one side of the bed, with Ben bouncing 
happily in the older sub’s lap.
John is lying on his back on his own, his face flushed as he works a vibrator inside himself.
“Having fun?” Joe grins as he climbs onto the bed beside John.
“It’ll be even more fun now you’re here,” John chuckles.
Joe leans down to brush their lips together. “Want something a little warmer inside you?”
“Yes, please,” John whispers, kissing Joe’s ear.
It only takes Joe a few seconds to roll a condom on and lube himself up, and then he’s 
hitching John’s thighs up on his hips and pushing inside the older sub gently.
It’s been a long time since Joe has topped, and while he’s never really enjoyed it with a Dom, 
it’s something he loves to do during sub time. John is tight and warm, and Joe nudges their 
noses together as he bottoms out.
“Now, didn’t Brian ask me to fuck the cheekiness out of you?” Joe grins.
“Not sure what cheekiness he was talking about,” John purrs, rolling his hips.
“Still gonna fuck you,” Joe laughs.
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“Don’t get your hopes up too much, baby,” Rami says softly. “I’m sure they’re probably very busy.”

Joe shrugs as he licks the envelope. “I know. Just thought it would be nice to send them an 

invitation.”

He doesn’t want to tell Rami how much he really wants them to come. How much he’s been 

fantasising about it.

Like Rami said, he shouldn’t get his hopes up.

******

It takes a while to get a reply.

The RSVPs start coming in two days after Joe sends out the invitations, but it takes nearly two 

weeks to receive theirs.

London is a long way away, after all.

But Joe receives a response in the form of a text three days before the formal acceptance arrives in 

the mail.

You finally set a date- congratulations! We’ll be there :) -JRM

Joe can barely contain his excitement, even though the ceremony isn’t for another ten months, and 

quickly grabs his seating chart to slot in three extra guests.

*****

It comes round quickly though.

As a boy, Joe would never have dreamed that he would look out into the crowd of his loved ones on

his claiming day, and see the faces of the surviving members of Queen smiling back at him.

Brian is dressed in a smart suit and is sat between the two submissives, who are both dressed in 

traditional robes, and Joe has never felt happier to see them.

He can’t believe they’re actually here.

They find him during a quiet moment at the reception, and Joe nearly cries with happiness.

“I can’t believe you’re really here!” Joe says excitedly, pulling John into a hug.

“It’s good to see you again, Joe,” John says softly. “Congratulations.”

Rami comes over to give Brian a hug, and to press a gentle kiss to Roger’s and John’s knuckles.

“Congratulations to you both,” Brian says warmly. “We’re very happy for you.”

“We bought you a gift, Joe.” John presents Joe with a small box, which the younger sub thanks 

them for and opens carefully.

It’s a fucking diamond necklace.



“It’s a fucking diamond necklace,” Joe blurts out, apologising when Rami gently scolds him. “Oh 

my god. I don’t know what to say.”

“It’s traditional in England to give diamonds to a sub on their claiming day,” John says with a smile.

“Thank you. Thank you so much. You’re all the best.” Joe gives each of them a hug, before looking 

at John and Roger hopefully. “As it’s my claiming day, I was wondering if I could ask you guys one

more favour. But you can totally say no.”

“Depends what it is,” Roger chuckles.

“Okay, so in the US it’s traditional for a sub to have a night of sub time with those closest to them 

the night after their claiming day. At the moment I’m just spending my sub night with Ben, but 

I’d love it if you guys could join us.”

There’s a pause, and then the older subs smile at him before Roger bats his eyes at his Dom.

“Please, Master,” Roger says sweetly. “It’s a very special night for Joe.”

“It’ll be good for us, sir,” John adds with a cheeky smile. “Ben and Joe might teach us a new trick 

or two.”

Brian chuckles and rolls his eyes playfully. “Do you see what I have to deal with, Rami? Aren’t you 

glad you only have one sub to look after? But very well, permission granted. Joe, my submissives 

are yours for the night. And darlings, you’re to be on your best behaviour as guests in Rami and 

Joe’s home.”

“I’m not gonna be there,” Rami chuckles, “but now I kinda wish I was.”

He even winks at John, who blushes and bursts into giggles with Roger when they catch each 

other’s eye. It makes Joe think of the time when Rami had playfully winked at John on set one day 

in the presence of John’s oldest son, who had made his feelings on that kind of behaviour very clear 

to Rami.

“My queens have already had too much champagne,” Brian stage-whispers to the young couple. 

“Joe, make sure you or Ben fuck the cheekiness out of these two please.”

“Ooh, yes please!” Roger cackles.

“Let’s get you two sobered up a little,” Brian sighs. “Rami, Joe, congratulations again. Come, 

darlings.”

Joe watches as the three older men disappear into the crowd, feeling as though he’s just woken up 

from a dream.

He’s standing beside his new legal Dom holding a diamond necklace, and Brian May has just given 

him permission to spend his sub night with John Mercury and Roger May.

Best. Day. Ever.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF- Rami walked in to find Joe on his knees. “Hey baby,” Rami said 
gently, catching sight of Joe’s glum face. “What’s wrong?”

“The audition didn’t go well,” Joe mumbles, glancing up at his Dom through his lashes.
Rami cups the sub’s face. “Did anyone treat you badly?”
“No, Master. Everyone was great. I was just terrible.”
“I’m sure that’s not true, baby. You know how talented I think you are.”
Joe still looks utterly miserable.
Rami smiles softly. “Why don’t you go and undress, huh? I’ll turn the heat up in here and I’ll 
see if I can find your leash. Then we can maybe watch a crappy movie together?”
Joe’s lips twitch into a small smile. “Sounds good, Master.”
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Anonymous asked:
somotf mazlek; I just always like to pop in now and then and ask for any 
ficlet/scrap you have of those two and their first baby

“We need to do another one; he blinked.”
Rami sighs and shifts JJ on his lap. “Baby, we’ve taken like fifty photos.”
“Yeah but he keeps blinking!” Joe exclaims. “He looks adorable in this outfit and we need a 
good photo of him to send to Gwil and Ben, since they’re the ones who bought it for him.”
“C’mon, JJ,” Rami says softly, bouncing the baby on his lap. “Look at mommy.”
JJ gurgles a little, but he keeps his eyes open long enough for Joe to snap a photo.
Joe grins, and immediately uploads the photo of his son in an elf onesie onto Instagram.
@joe_malek JJ’s first Christmas! #MerryChristmas
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Anonymous asked:
Rami and Joe are trying to quietly have sex in the morning before going to 
wake their kids up for breakfast but before they can finish, JJ and the twins 
(Daniel and Sara) come running in. Both of them are a little annoyed but the 
look Rami gives Joe promises that he’ll just fuck Jim that much better later 
once the kids are at school

And the minute the kids are gone and Rami & Joe are alone, the sex marathon begins…
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF foursome between Rami/Joe and Ben/Gwil. Do you think they would
be comfortable enough with each other to switch partners for the night?

I think they would be if they were all in the room together. I think it would be a special treat 
though that doesn’t happen often- perhaps a reward for the subs. (Which is pretty much what 
happens with Freddie/John and Brian/Roger)
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Anonymous asked:
Omg somotf!verse Joe asking John for some ideas for his and Rami's 
anniversary expecting John to give him some cute ideas, however he ends up 
telling Joe about the unbelievably filthy things he used to do with Freddie

LOL Joe is thinking John might suggest a romantic dinner, a weekend away, some long walks
in the country…
But instead he listens to the older sub talk about the time he and Freddie sent the kids to Bri 
and Rog and had a sex marathon in every room of the house, and Freddie gifted John a large 
collection of sex toys which became very well used…
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Anonymous asked:
I know you've just done a continuation of craig forcing ben and joe to walk 
back to theur trailers naked but could we see a bit of rami finding out and 
comforting joe?.......

Rami wants to tell Joe how he’s going to rip Craig to pieces. He wants to tell Joe that Brian 
will make sure Craig will never on another film set again. But he knows that’s not what Joe 
needs to hear right now.
“Hey,” Rami says softly, holding Joe close. “Hey hey hey. It’s okay, Joe. No one thinks any 
less of you because of what happened. In fact, I’ll bet people will respect you even more after
this.”
Joe sniffs. “You think so? You really think people will respect me more now they’ve seen me 
wandering around with my dick out?”
“They know that wasn’t your choice. They’ll understand.”
“That’s easy for you to say,” Joe sighs. “You’ve never had to be naked in public before.”
“Maybe you should speak to someone who has. John might be a good start.”
Joe just buries his face in Rami’s chest, breathing in the Dominant scent.
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Anonymous asked:
can we see ben and gwil getting together in SOMOTF? we saw joe and rami 
but i’m dying to know how it happened for harlee

“Can I ask a favour?”
Ben blinks up tiredly at Gwil. He’s curled up against the Dom on the couch in his trailer, 
looking exhausted and vulnerable.
“Of course,” Gwil says softly. He can never say no to a sub in distress, especially not Ben.
Ben swallows. “Can I…sit at your feet for a bit? Today’s been really overwhelming. Could 
use a breather.”
“Absolutely, mate.” Gwil gestures at his feet. “Make yourself comfortable.”
Ben eagerly slides to the floor, letting out a little happy sigh as he settles himself at Gwil’s 
feet.
“Your scent is the best, sir,” Ben says with a smile as he nuzzles Gwil’s leg.
Gwil can’t help but thread his fingers through Ben’s hair, and the praise is falling from his 
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mouth before he can stop himself.
“You did so well today, Ben. You handled those scenes with such professionalism and 
integrity. I’m so proud of you.”
Ben beams, his eyes sparkling as he gazes up at Gwil.
Gwil’s heart is pounding, and he knows this is his chance. His hand drops from Ben’s hair to 
cup his jaw, and then he slowly leans down to press his lips against the sub’s.
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Anonymous asked:
Just woke up from a nap and I remember dreaming about Bri, Roger, and John 
being swarmed by their surrogate grandchildren (JJ, Daniel, and Sara Malek + 
Maxwell, Owain, Anwen, and Jessica Lee) on Christmas or something, like 
they're sitting on the sofa trying to hold every kid in their arms at once

So many children! ?
The boys love having so many surrogate grandchildren (on top of their own numerous 
grandchildren!) They love knowing that they played a role in creating these families, and the 
young couples remind them so much of themselves.
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macandlacy asked:
Can we see Brian and Gwil tearing Craig apart after he makes Ben and Joe 
walk back to their trailers naked as punishment? Could Brian make himself 
their nominated Dom during filming after that?

Craig is so fiiiiiiired
The Dom is sacked right there on the spot so that everyone knows they don’t dare treat subs 
with anything other than respect on this set. Craig receives the most humiliating telling off in 
his life, and only escapes a punch from Gwil because Brian holds him back.
Since Ben and Joe’s nominated Doms are so far away, Brian offers to be their chaperone for 
the rest of filming. The subs are very flattered by this (not least because of their tiny crushes 
on Brian)…
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Anonymous asked:
Can we see a continuation of that SOMOTF prompt with Craig making the subs
walk back to the trailer naked? Maybe the subs telling Roger and John, or Gwil 
talking to Brian about it?

“He made you do what?”
John’s voice is soft, not an ounce of judgment in his tone.
Joe just blinks at the older sub, trying to hold back tears. He can’t bring himself to say it 
again.
But then John’s arms are around him, holding him close, and the sweet submissive scent 
calms him a little.
“It’s alright, Joe,” John says gently. “We can sort this out. I’ll speak to Brian.”
Joe sniffs. “Everyone saw us. I won’t be able to look anyone in the eye again.”
There are fingers in his hair, stroking gently.
“I understand, Joe. Believe me, I know how it feels. But I can guarantee that everyone who 
saw you was probably just thinking about what kind of an awful Dom would make you do 
such a thing.”
Joe sobs quietly while soft lips kiss his tears away, and now more than ever he wishes Rami 
were here.
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Anonymous asked:
What if during SOMOTF, while filming a nude scene, Ben and Joe end up 
needing more takes than Craig would like, so he decides to punish them by 
taking their robes and telling them that they’ll have to walk back to their trailers
naked.

Gwil is the one who finds them.
They’re trudging back to their trailers, freezing their asses off in the cold winter air, when 
Gwil spots them from the other side of the courtyard.
“What the fuck.”
The Dom is at their side in an instant, and Joe really just wishes that they’d been able to get 
back unnoticed.
“Why are you naked?” Gwil demands, pulling off his coat to offer it to Ben. “It’s fucking 
freezing.”
“Craig wouldn’t give us our robes,” Ben says tiredly. “We were doing a sub time scene and it 
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took like thirty takes.”
“Jesus.” Gwil pulls off his jumper and hands it to Joe, before starting to unbuckle his belt.
“It’s ok, man,” Joe says quickly. “My trailer’s just over there-“
But Gwil is already pulling off his trousers and handing them to Joe. It can’t be comfortable 
standing there in the cold in his underwear, but Gwil looks too furious to notice.
“I’m telling Brian,” Gwil says firmly. “It’s not Craig’s place to punish you.”
“Please don’t,” Ben says softly. “We don’t want to cause any trouble.”
His cheeks are flushed red, and he looks so small and vulnerable in Gwil’s big coat that Joe 
just wants to give him a hug.
Gwil doesn’t say anything, but he gently places a hand on each of their arms and guides them 
towards the trailers.
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Anonymous asked:
Craig taking it too far and accidentally really hurting Ben on set or in private 
one day, which leads to a very pissed off Gwil, Brian and Rami

WARNING: mentions of sexual assault

*****
There’s one time where Craig makes his most aggressive pass at Ben yet. He grabs the young 
sub and shoves him up against the wall in an attempt to kiss him passionately, but luckily 
Gwil happens to be nearby and is able to pull Craig away and punch him squarely in the jaw. 
Of course Brian is beyond pissed when he hears about what happened, and poor Ben is very 
shaken…
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Anonymous asked:
Have u ever gone into Ben/Gwils & Joe/Ramis boubdries and limits??

Ben is quite open to negotiating punishments as they go along, but in general he doesn’t like 
any comments about his body or any punishment that draws attention to how he looks, 
positive or negative.
Joe doesn’t like his Dom to leave marks on any skin that might be visible. Rami also initially 
expresses an interest in pet play, and while Joe does give it a go and thinks it could be a 
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useful punishment for him, he soon realises it’s too humiliating and Rami agrees he won’t use
it as a punishment.
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Anonymous asked:
Somotf: ben gets pregnant and tells roger about it during sub time

One of Ben’s favourite places in the world is the Mays’ sofa in their living room.
It’s super big, super comfy, and whenever Ben is sitting on it he’s usually always cuddled up 
with Roger.
Ben is still a little bit thrilled that Roger May still randomly texts him and invites him over 
for sub time; he’d wondered whether their friendship would fizzle out after filming wrapped, 
but if anything they’ve only become closer.
“No John today?” Ben asks with a yawn as he surfs through the channels on the large plasma 
TV.
“He’s having some sub time with his son,” Roger says, not looking up from his magazine. “I 
think they’re doing a spa day or something together.”
Ben nods, jiggling his foot slightly as he leans his head against the older sub’s shoulder. 
“That’s nice.” He swallows. “I’m pregnant, you know.”
Roger stiffens, clearly a little shocked by that random information, before lowering his 
magazine. “You’re what now?”
“Pregnant,” Ben says with a smile. “Sorry to just dump that on you, but I only took the test 
this morning and haven’t had a chance to tell Gwil. I had to tell someone.”
Roger grins. “Well I’m very glad that someone was me. Congratulations, Ben. I’m so happy 
for you.”
He pulls the younger sub into a hug, and Ben can’t keep the smile off his face.
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Anonymous asked:
IBTYF/SOMOTF the exams for subs do they improve or get more private at 
all? Or do they remain open and in groups?

They only improve for subs whose Doms are willing to pay for them to have these exams 
done privately. The exams aren’t offered privately until the 90s, at which point Brian 
obviously pays for Roger and John to have them privately, which means they don’t have them
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done in a big group. But a lack of funding for sub healthcare means that anyone who goes 
through the usual system still has a rough time of it.
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Anonymous asked:
Ahh I like the idea of subs being able to accompany other subs for medical 
exams- what about Joe having to have his first exam in england while filming 
and bringing John as his chaperone? (And because johns done it so many times 
he knows exactly how to help)

Joe had thought that submissive medical exams in the UK might be a little 
more progressive than in the US. Or at least he’d hoped they would be.
He hates how wrong he was.
The lack of privacy is astounding for one thing. He’s in a row of beds with about a dozen 
other subs, all of different ages, chatting quietly with their chaperones. They’re all naked, 
denied the dignity of a hospital gown, and Joe has never felt more exposed before.
Luckily John had warned him about this, so he hadn’t been too shocked, and John has seen 
him naked on more than one occasion. The older sub is doing his best to distract Joe while 
they wait for the doctor to arrive, chatting to him about what scenes Joe will be filming 
tomorrow and how much John is looking forward to seeing his grandchildren this weekend.
“You don’t have to,” Joe had said when he’d asked John if he’d be his chaperone. “I know it 
will be super awkward and I’m sure you’ve got better things to do, but Ben has to go out of 
town to see his parents and I don’t know any other subs here well enough.”
John, of course, had immediately agreed and had been painfully kind from the moment Joe 
had admitted his nervousness.
Joe starts to feel that nervousness again when the doctor enters. He’s an older Dom, most 
likely in his sixties and nearing retirement, but he gives Joe a kind smile and John a respectful
nod. He doesn’t give his name though as he starts looking through Joe’s records.
“Alright, Joe,” the doctor says without making eye contact. “It looks as though it should be 
fairly straightforward. Your last exam in the US looks good, although now that you’re 35 I’d 
like to do a bit more of a thorough exam, as this is typically the age when we start to see 
fertility decline in submissives.”
“Uh-huh,” Joe says, keeping his eyes fixed on John’s reassuring smile.
The doctor can clearly sense Joe’s nervousness, and finally makes eye contact. “Don’t worry, 
I’ll talk you through everything. I’ll make things as easy as possible. And it’s good that 
you’ve got your mum here to support you.”
Joe freezes at that, glancing awkwardly at John and wondering whether he should bother to 
correct the doctor. John has gone slightly red, a little embarrassed, which helps Joe make up 
his mind. John reminds Joe so much of his own mother, and the older sub has been one of the 
best sources of comfort for Joe while he’s been so homesick.
“Yeah,” Joe says softly, reaching out to take John’s hand. “I’m really glad he’s here.”
John beams as he gently squeezes Joe’s hand.
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34 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF Mazlek, I miss them and their first baby, could we have any ficlet 
you have in stock about them?

The first thing Rami hears when he gets home is laughter. And not just any laughter, but the 
delighted laughter of his son.
He grins as he drops his bag and follows the sound to the back yard, the tension of the day 
already sleeping away.
He finds Joe sitting on the patio steps with JJ in his lap, and he’s blowing bubbles into the 
giggling baby’s face from a small colourful bottle of bubble mixture.
“Look, Daddy,” Joe says to Rami, bouncing JJ gently in his lap. “We discovered bubbles 
today. Didn’t we, JJ?”
JJ hiccups and drools.
“You like the bubbles, huh?” Rami leans down to kiss his son’s head. “Or has mommy been 
annoying you all afternoon by blowing these in your face?”
JJ gurgles happily.
“See,” Joe grins. “He loves me the most.”

standing on my own two feet mpreg mazlek

27 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
Sorry for hurting our boy but what if Craig went beyond just leering and 
commenting at Ben actually attempted to assault him? He manages to punch 
Craig and get away and runs to find Roger, John, and Joe who were waiting for 
him to join them for sub time. Rog and John keep Ben safe and comfort him 
while John goes to get Brian (if Rog had gone he would have found Craig and 
ripped him to pieces)

WARNING: mentions of sexual assault

*****
Ben just bursts into tears the minute the older subs take him in their arms. He’s used to having
Doms be pushy with him but he’s never been touched like that without his consent, and he 
feels so humiliated and powerless. Roger and John are both sadly familiar with being treated 
like that, and they reassure Ben that he’s a strong beautiful sub and they’ll make sure Brian 
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deals with Craig…
standing on my own two feet tw sexual assault

18 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF! Joe goes into sub drop without realizing it-because sometimes drops
can be delayed-but Rami notices and takes care of him with lots of extra 
aftercare?

Joe starts to drop the next morning, and Rami notices that his sub seems a bit down and more 
quiet then usual. But then they’re just watching tv together and Rami notices Joe looking a bit
tearful, so he pulls his sub in for a cuddle. He draws a nice hot bath for them both so Joe can 
sit in his arms and relax, and then they spend the rest of the day cuddling on the sofa in comfy
sweats and just talking.

standing on my own two feet

17 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
OMG poor Ben! I need Roger to find out about Craig daring to punish him and 
charging in like a protective mama bear to comfort him and tell him that this 
isn’t how punishments are supposed to work and demanding that Brian sort 
Craig out

Craig would be pretty terrified- there aren’t many subs who can leave him cowering with fear,
but after Roger goes into mama bear mode, the threat of Brian isn’t really even necessary…

standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Oh gosh, can we have that post-punishment scene in Gwil’s trailer where he’s 
comforting Ben?
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“I’m a terrible sub,” Ben sniffs, gratefully taking a tissue from Gwil. “I know he’s an arse, but
I was being a bit mouthy-“
“Nah,” Gwil interrupts, wrapping an arm around the younger man. “He’s just an arse.”
Ben rests his head on Gwil’s shoulder, and Gwil’s heart nearly explodes.
“You’re an amazing sub,” Gwil says softly. “Any Dom would be lucky to have you.”

standing on my own two feet

29 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF Verse. Can you pleaaase write Craig being rude at Ben and trying to 
punish him and Gwil finding out

Gwil frowns when he arrives on set to find Ben balancing on one of the wooden benches 
from catering, holding what looks like a heavy crate in each hand.
Whatever he’s doing, he’s clearly uncomfortable. His muscles are straining as he attempts to 
keep his balance and prevent himself from dropping the crates, and there are beads of sweat 
on his forehead. There’s a small crowd gathered around him, which leads Gwil to realise that 
this is a punishment.
Ben does eventually drop one of the crates, and he topples off the bench.
“We said half an hour!” Craig’s voice pipes up from the crowd. “Get back up there before I 
sack your arse-“
Gwil pushes his way through the crowd until he finds Craig, and gives him a firm shove aside
so he can help Ben up.
“He’s not your sub to punish,” Gwil says to Craig as he squeezes Ben’s hand. “And 
Brian will be hearing about this.”
“I’m petrified,” Craig sneers, but there is a brief flash of worry on his face.
Gwil just takes Ben’s hand and pulls him in the direction of his trailer.

standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
That ask where Ben calls Roger 'mum' during sub time because he sees Rog as 
a mother figure ?. What if Ben goes into labor and while he loves Gwil, its just 
not the same as having a Sub for support. Gwil sees he's becoming distressed 
and decides to call Roger for help as Joe is in the U.S. and can't come soon 
enough. As soon as Rog enters the room, Ben's whole body relaxes. The older 
Sub knows exactly how to keep Ben calm and help him get through this
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Giving birth is definitely a lot easier when there’s another sub in the room. And Rog has 
always been like a mama bear to Ben 

standing on my own two feet mpreg

27 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
How quick would Rami and Joe get baby fever from playing with the kids who 
play Andy, George, and Nathan?

Pretty quick! ?
They’re not a couple at the point where they film the scenes with the kids, but seeing each 
other playing with the kids and filming the scenes where they’re a family certainly stirs 
something within them…
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Anonymous asked:
Craig just boils my blood. As a fix it, what if Roger, Brian, and John had 
happened to stop by to see how the auditions were going and witnessed these 
young men standing naked in front of a bunch of leering Doms? I think Bri 
would calmly put the fear of God into them, Rog would go off, and John would
take Joe and Ben into another room to put their clothes back on and give them a
hug

“There we go,” John says softly, handing Ben a glass of water and some tissues. “Just take a 
couple of minutes to calm down.”
Joe sips his own water. Even though he’s fully dressed again, he still feels naked. He can’t 
quite believe that he was naked the first time he met Queen.
John Mercury gives him a warm smile though, a motherly smile. The kind of smile that 
makes Joe think maybe everything will be okay.
“Don’t worry,” John says gently. “Brian is giving the producers a good talking to. You won’t 
have anymore trouble from them on set.”
“If we get the job,” Ben laughs bitterly.
“Something tells me you will. I’ve seen your first audition tapes. You two are uncanny.”
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That makes Joe feel a little better, although he can’t help but think that John is just being 
kind.
“I’m sorry this happened to you.” John sighs sadly. “I can’t believe this sort of thing still goes
on. This is like the stuff I had to do in the 70s and 80s.”
The thought of John having to go through something similar makes Joe’s heart sink, but it 
also makes him want this role even more.
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Anonymous asked:
Oooooo what if ibtyf!borhap is sort of groundbreaking in a way because a lot of
movies don't portray subs having sweet/loving/comfortable sub time together 
because the dom dominated film industry never cared to subs being relaxed and
comfortable with other subs since they always saw them as only needing to 
pleasure doms and anythin in films that could be considered "sub time" always 
came across super unrealistic and for the 'dom gaze' (kinda mimicking the way 
lesbians/wlw are portrayed in media)

Films in the IBTYF verse definitely centre around the Dom gaze. When Bri, Rog and John 
first read the script for BoRhap they’re quite concerned about some of the sub time scenes, 
which are pretty much just pornographic without portraying any of the love and comfort 
between Rog and John. It takes some intervention from Brian to get the script changed.
Even after filming wraps Brian has to request further edits, e.g. where the camera lingers a 
little too long on Ben’s/Joe’s rear.
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18 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
Aaa do you think you could write about Ben & Joe’s experiences at their 
auditions in SOMOTF where Craig makes them undress?

“Excuse me?”
Joe can feel his blood turn cold, and he prays he’s misheard what the producer just said.
“It’s just a little screentest,” Craig says with a dismissive wave. “Your agent made you aware 
that this is a role that requires nudity. We’re asking all the actors who audition for this role to 
do a quick nude screentest.”
Joe swallows. This isn’t the first time he’s been requested to do something like this at an 
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audition, and he knows there’s not a lot he can do about it.
“Unless,” Craig drawls, “you’re no longer interested in the role? Which would be a shame, 
because you really would make a fabulous John Mercury.”
Joe takes a deep breath. “No, I’m interested.”
Craig gestures at him to undress, and Joe swallows his pride as he pulls his t-shirt over his 
head. It’s always the same with these auditions. There’s never anywhere private to undress, 
and he’s painfully aware that every other person in the room is a Dom. He knows there’s 
probably only about half a dozen Doms in the room with him, but right now he feels as 
though he’s stripping in front of a crowd of hundreds.
He folds his clothes neatly, before taking a deep breath and facing the producers defiantly.
*****
Ben shivers in the air-conditioned room, the hairs on his bare skin standing on end.
He can feel every Dom in the room drinking in the sight of him with their eyes, and he wants 
to be sick.
“I think you’ll do nicely.” Craig licks his lips. “Roger May was quite slim in the 70s, of 
course, but I think you’ll do just fine.”
Ben’s face is burning with shame, and he just wants to get out of this damn audition as 
quickly as possible.
“Look into the camera please.” Craig gestures at the cameraman who’s been taping the whole 
audition. “Say I’m yours, Master.”
Ben repeats the line with the emotion and energy he imagines Roger May would say it. No 
matter how big an arsehole Craig is, Ben is still a professional.
“I’m wondering actually,” Craig taps his pen thoughtfully against his notebook, “whether we 
should get you back for another screentest. We’re thinking of casting an American actor to 
play John, but it would be lovely to see the two of you do a screentest together just to see 
what the chemistry is like. There are a few sub time scenes in the movie, after all.”
Ben nods numbly. He can’t believe this is what he’s having to go through to get this job.
He just hopes it’ll be worth it.
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Anonymous asked:
For the anon about Ben and joes sub instincts kicking in, could ya possibly 
write a small part where that happens?

“You alright, mate?” Gwil asks softly when Joe comes to sit at his feet during the break.
Joe smiles up at him tiredly. “Yeah. Thanks, sir. It’s just been a rough day.”
Gwil doesn’t miss the use of the title, and he strokes the sub’s hair gently. Ben trudges over 
too to sit beside Joe, and the older sub pulls him in for a cuddle.
Rami notices that something’s not quite right, and wanders over casually. “You were both 
amazing today. Really. Those were some tough scenes and you were so incredible.”
Joe in particular seems to perk up in response to the praise, but Ben just leans his head against
Gwil’s knee.
Gwil reaches down to take Ben’s hand and laces their fingers together.
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Anonymous asked:
How about for the Harlee kids: Maxwell, Owain, Ashley and Jessica

Sure, why not! Great to have a Welsh name in there ?
standing on my own two feet mpreg

13 notes

 
 

IBTYF and SOMOTF masterlist
IBTYF Summary: Full title is I Belong To You Forever, it is a Dominant/Submissive AU with 

Maylor and Deacury, their children, and grandchildren. Freddie and Brian claimed John and Roger 

Nov 22, 1972 in order to protect their submissive bandmates from being claimed as basically sex 

slaves by Ray Foster. Listed below is all the information we have on the characters, pairings and 

offspring at this time.

Children of Freddie and John:

• Andrew (D) born 1975, submissive rights lawyer

• George (S) born 1978 

• Nathan (D) born 1983, international businessman

Children of Roger and Brian:

• Liam (D) born 1977

• Sophie (D) born 1979

• James (S) born 1981, primary school teacher

• Charlotte (D) born 1984

Pairings:

• Freddie + John

• Brian + Roger
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• Andrew Mercury + James May

• Children: Charlie and Amy 

• George Mercury + Toshiro Mifune (I chose this name as a placeholder bc the anon who suggested 

George met his dom in Japan referenced this real person. Y'all are totally welcome to suggest 

different names)

• Nathan Mercury + Christopher “Chris” Sutton

• Child: Freddie

• Liam May + Unnamed sub

• Sophie May + Unnamed male sub

• Charlotte May + Unnamed female sub

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOMOTF Summary: Full title is Standing On My Own Two Feet, a continuation of IBTYF that 

centers on the making of BoRhap. The actors have the same status as their counterparts i.e. Joe is a 

Sub like John and so on. Rami and Gwil claim Joe and Ben after filming ends. 

• Rami + Joe

• Jason Joseph Malek (D) born post-BoRhap, likely 2018/19

• Daniel and Sara, twins born 2020/21, status TBD

• Gwil + Ben

• Four children, sex, status, and names TBD

******

This is exactly what we all needed! (I have something like this on my phone so I can keep track of 

all the detail in the IBTYF universe but it’s nowhere near as organised as this!)

Thank you so much anon!
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Anonymous asked:
How about Daniel and Sara for SOMOTF Mazlek's twins?
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Great names! It’s now canon!
mazlek mpreg standing on my own two feet

12 notes

 
 

Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF: during filming BoRhap, Ben asks Brian for advice and Gwil asks 
Roger because there are always some details about a person that only his 
partner can tell. What do they tell the boys about each other?

Brian tells Ben that Roger is very feisty- even more so than his public persona and Bri 
absolutely loves that about his sub. Rog isn’t afraid to stand up for himself but at the same 
time is fiercely protective of those he loves. He’s a wonderful mother and a lot softer than 
people might think…
Rog tells Gwil that Bri is a really caring and attentive Dom. He’s protective without being 
overbearing or aggressive, and he exudes power without making anyone feel uncomfortable. 
He’s wonderful with their kids and he’s a Dom who isn’t afraid to show his emotions.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF how many kids do Harlee end up having?

Four (mirroring Maylor!)
Also just realised that Mazlek mirror Deacury by having three kids!
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Anonymous asked:
The ask with Ben wearing a fake bump was so sweet. One day on set Gwil or 
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Roger goes looking for him and finds him asleep on a sofa in the break room, 
still in full costume with the child actors who play the Maylor kids piled around
him. He's practically hidden under all the little kids and toddlers and the only 
things that can be seen are his head and prominent bump. If Gwil finds him, he 
gets all blushy and runs away, but if Rog finds him he calls John and Bri over 
to coo at how sweet they are
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Anonymous asked:
How about Ben and joe’s sub instincts kicking in a LOT with some scenes and 
everyone notices so gwil and rami talk to them?

Some scenes are so emotionally draining to film that the boys’ sub instincts end up kicking 
and they need to express them between takes. They can barely look Rami and Gwil in the 
eyes, and even start calling the Doms “sir” in public. During breaks they prefer to sit at one of
the Doms’ feet, and when Brian is on set they really can’t help but kneel.
Gwil and Rami have a chat with the boys because it’s clear how much these scenes are 
affecting them, and reassure them that they’ll do anything they can to make the subs feel safe 
and comfortable.
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Anonymous asked:
can you write some more about maylor and their babies depicted in borhap ?

“Oh my god,” Ben grumbles, trying to stand up with his big fake baby bump. “This bloody 
thing.”
Gwil gallantly offers a hand to help him up, and Ben feels himself blushing.
“Wait until you get pregnant for real,” Roger laughs. “Then you’ll really understand the 
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inconvenience of a big huge baby bump.”
“I feel like I’ve been stuck in this thing since the day we started filming,” Ben grumbles. 
“Seriously, Rog, was there any point in the 70s or 80s when you weren’t pregnant?”
“Blame this one,” Roger grins, giving Brian a gentle shove.
Ben usually loves kids, and he adores the toddlers playing Liam and James, but right now 
with his huge fake baby bump he’s got no energy whatsoever to entertain them between takes.
Luckily Gwil is energetic enough to chase them round the set, and Ben can’t help but smile as
he watches them together.
He cups his bump, momentarily forgetting that it isn’t real.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, When Joe is pregnant, his libido is so sky high that when he has sex 
with Rami, he pretends NOT to have an orgasm just so Rami won't stop.

“Don’t stop,” Joe pants, tightening his thighs around Rami’s hips. “Keep going.”
Rami frowns. “But you’ve come?”
“No,” Joe lies, taking his nails down his Dom’s back. “Not yet.”
“Okay.” Rami chuckles and kisses Joe’s throat. “If you say so, my horny little sub.”
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Anonymous asked:
(Ok kind of sad but kind of cute) Joe, John and Roger having sub time where 
they get John HAMMERED and get him to talk about Freddie because he 
really needs to let it out

“Okay,” Joe giggles, taking another sip of wine. “I’ve got one. The most romantic gift Freddie
ever gave you?”
John smiles, his face flushed red. “Our children.”
“Bleurgh!” Roger fakes vomiting noises. “C’mon Deaky! Give us a real answer! What about 
that gorgeous bracelet you wear sometimes to events you really don’t want to go to?”
John nudges the older sub playfully. “Well yes, he gave me dozens of gifts like that. But the 
kids are what I’m most grateful for.”
“Okay, next question then.” Roger tops John’s wine glass up. “Favourite anniversary?”
John pauses, raising his glass to his lips thoughtfully. “Well, our first anniversary was really 
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lovely. We went on holiday to Cornwall which was our first proper holiday because we didn’t
have much money back then.”
Joe smiles. “That sounds nice. I’d love to go to Cornwall.”
Roger raises an eyebrow. “Cornwall? Really? Where you spent a week in a cramped little 
cottage?”
“It was cosy!” John protests with a hiccup and a giggle.
“I just can’t believe you’re picking Cornwall when I know for a fact that he took you to 
Hawaii for your tenth anniversary. I know this because I spent ten days babysitting two of 
your children. And wasn’t that where you conceived your third child-
“Yes, alright.” John blushes even more. “Hawaii was quite good.”
The three of them burst into laughter, but then John stares down at his glass a little glumly.
“He sounds so amazing,” Joe says softly, patting John’s knee.
“Aw c’mere, Deaks.” Roger pulls his friend in for a hug. “We all miss him. And you may not 
get Hawaii now, but at least you get to wake up to me and Brian snoring every morning. You 
lucky lucky sub.”
John ends up laughing again at that, his body relaxing again as the other two subs hug him.
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Anonymous asked:
I always love some cute Mazlek content. How about SOMOTF with taking 
Jason and the twins on their first vacation?

Joe grins as he snaps a photo of his Dom, sprawled out on the sun bed with their two babies 
sleeping on his chest.
“Look at daddy,” Joe whispers to Jason, stroking the toddler’s hair as the boy struggles to 
squeeze into his rubber ring. “He’s very sleepy, huh?”
“Uh-uh,” Jason says, clearly not interested in his sleeping father and siblings. “Come swim 
with me, mama?”
Joe smiles and plants a sloppy kiss on his son’s cheek. “Race ya to the pool.”
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, I'm severely missing mazlek and their first baby; if you have 
anything about them in storage, I'd love to see it!
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Joe laughs as he gently pushes Jason through the water in his tiny inflatable towards Rami.
Rami grins and holds out his arms for his son. “Look at you, bud! Look at you in the pool!”
Jason gurgles happily, splashing his tiny hands clumsily in the water.
“You’re a big boy, huh?” Joe kisses Jason’s head. “Swimming in the pool with mommy and 
daddy.”
Jason seems to love the water; he laughs and splashes and floats happily in his small 
inflatable as his parents gently push him around and play with him.
By the time they climb out of the pool and head back into their rented villa to change, the 
baby is blinking tiredly.
“Who’s a sleepy bubba?” Joe coos as he towels his son dry and starts to dress him. “You had 
a big day today, huh?”
“He sure loved the water,” Rami grins, taking Jason so that Joe can wriggle out of his wet 
bathing suit. “Maybe he’ll be a professional swimmer one day.”
“Maybe,” Joe grins, grabbing his collar and heading towards the bathroom. “When he can 
learn to stay awake after more than ten minutes in the pool. Why don’t you put him to sleep 
while I take a shower, and then we can have some private mommy and daddy time.”
Rami smiles and kisses Jason’s head. “Sounds good to me.”
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Anonymous asked:
You mentioned in SOMOTF that Joe had an asshole of an ex-boyfriend that 
Rami met on the set of the Pacific. Could we get a glimpse of jealous, worried 
Rami seeing them together?

Rami has to physically restrain himself from rolling his eyes.
Josh is on set again today, and he has his hand on Joe’s ass. Again.
Rami doesn’t think he’s ever met a Dom he’s disliked more.
For some reason, Joe seems to put up with Josh’s bullshit alpha-Dom behaviour. He lets Josh 
boss him around and make jokes about him and degrade him in front of his colleagues.
Rami feels a little sick as he watches Josh take a seat, and Joe immediately sits at the Dom’s 
feet rather than in the empty chair beside him. He watches Josh gently stroke Joe’s hair like a 
dog, and he just wants to punch the guy.
Rami can barely admit to himself that there are other reasons he wants to punch Josh. 
Reasons that involve wanting to kiss Joe and collar him and make love to him.
Reasons he can’t think about right now.
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Anonymous asked:
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SOMOTF/Freddie!lives au, I love the idea of Freddie telling Rami to get a 
move on with telling Joe how he feels. Like they'd be looking at Joe and John 
talking near the visiting deacury family, and Rami would be nervous about 
risking it; Freddie would understand, but he'd point to John and all his kids and 
grandkids, saying, "-but the payoff is magnificent, darling!", before walking to 
play with the grandchildren. Rami would look at Joe (with the fake baby bump 
for the scene) and wonder...

Maybe Joe pretends to lovingly stroke his fake baby bump, and it really makes Rami long for 
it to be real. In the scene he kisses Joe (as John) and strokes his bump, and he desperately 
wants it to be real. Especially when he sees how happy Freddie is with his beautiful 
submissive and their children and grandchildren. He wants a love like Freddie and John’s.
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Anonymous asked:
Can we get something with Andrew confronting Craig about his behavior 
towards John?

Andrew doesn’t bother to knock. He’s too furious and he doesn’t care if he’s interrupting.
Craig is in the middle of some paperwork; he looks up from his desk with a confused look, as
if he can’t quite place Andrew.
“Stay away from my mother,” Andrew says immediately, forgoing the pleasantries.
Recognition dawns on Craig’s face. “Andrew, how nice to-“
“I don’t want you going near my mother,” Andrew interrupts. “I don’t want you talking to 
him, I don’t want you touching him.”
Craig sighs. “Look, I don’t know what John’s been telling you, but I promise you I’ve treated 
him with the same respect I’d give any other sub. We were having a little friendly flirt the 
other day, and he was certainly enjoying himself. You know what subs are like, eh?”
“He was not enjoying himself.” Andrew can feel the rage coursing through him.
“Oh come on,” Craig laughs. “Is that what he told you when your father died and he jumped 
into bed with Brian right after the funeral? And here he is twenty-five years later, still in 
Brian’s bed-“
Andrew doesn’t hesitate before aiming a swift punch to the older Dom’s jaw.
He doesn’t even stay to examine the damage he’s caused- he turns on his heel and leaves, 
desperate to get some air.
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Anonymous asked:
I know it's not really important to the plot of SOMOTF, but do you headcanon 
Lucy as a dom or sub?

I headcanon Lucy as a Dom
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
How about if there was another time Craig was disrespectful towards john and 
nobody saw it?

WARNING: mentions of sexual harassment

*****
“It’s good to see you, John,” Craig says with a grin, cornering the sub in a quiet corner of the 
set.
John mentally sighs, but smiles politely and keeps his eyes lowered. “It’s good to see you too,
sir.”
“You haven’t been here in a while.” Craig’s voice is soft and he’s standing uncomfortably 
close.
“I’m not so good with crowds.” John folds his arms over himself nervously.
“It’s very friendly around here. And don’t worry, I don’t enforce a no-clothes policy for 
subs,” the Dom chuckles. “Although when you’re around, I kind of wish I did.”
John freezes, his blood running cold.
“I’m sorry,” Craig says quickly. “That was a poor joke.” He reaches over to squeeze John’s 
arm. “I just think you’re so…well. You’re still one of the great beauties of the music 
industry.”
“Thank you, sir.” John keeps his eyes fixed straight ahead, ignoring the Dom as he finally 
walks away.
He lets out a breath he didn’t know he was holding and hugs himself tighter.
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Anonymous asked:
Aww just imagine when the filming for Ridge Farm starts, Joe and Rami bring 
little Jason to set and everyone is cooing over him while Jason is loving all the 
attention. For the scenes where they don’t need the baby, he stays with John, 
Roger, and Bri who immediately adopt him as one of their own grandchildren. 
He’s so soft and warm and snuggly that they’re reluctant to give him back to his
parents at the end of the day?

 in the actual timeline though I totally hc that the Queen boys unofficially adopt Jason as one 
of their own grandchildren
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF Let’s pretend Rami and Joe were already together before BoRhap 
and had recently had a baby. What if they used their own baby as Andy at 
Ridge Farm?

STOP TOO CUTE 
standing on my own two feet mpreg
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Anonymous asked:
Andrew comes to set one day they’re filming Ridge farm and gets to see the 
little boy that plays baby Andy with Joe and Rami in full hair, makeup, and 
costumes. He doesn’t remember much about ridge farm, but when filming starts
it’s looks so real it feels like he’s back at the farm with his parents.

This is so precious  it would definitely make Andy super emotional seeing Rami and Joe as 
his parents, especially because it’s a time he doesn’t really remember and he always hears 
stories about the farm and what an amazing time they all had
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Anonymous asked:
Can we see andrew visiting rami on set to thank him for standing up to craig? 
((((Stick rami in his Freddie makeup and outfit to make andy a teeny bit more 
emotional and flustered when looking at him and I just might cry)))))

Rami pauses when he gets back to his trailer to find a visitor waiting outside for him.
At first he isn’t quite sure who it is, but then as he gets closer he realises it’s Andrew Mercury.
“Hello,” Andrew says sheepishly with a smile that is scarily similar to John’s. “Sorry to 
intrude…”
“No,” Rami says quickly. “Not at all! Sorry, I’m still in costume and make-up. You wanna 
come in?”
“Sure. This will only take a sec.”
Rami opens his trailer door and gestures for the older Dom to enter and make himself 
comfortable.
They both take a seat on the small sofa inside, and Rami feels a little nervous, not quite sure 
what this is all about.
“I heard about your little outburst on set the other day,” Andrew says quietly.
Shit.
“And I just wanted to say thank you.”
Rami raises an eyebrow. “Oh?”
Andrew nods. “For standing up for my mum. I know Brian wasn’t around, so I’m really 
grateful that you stepped in. And if you need any help… er, in a legal sense, just give me a 
call.”
Rami smiles. “Thanks. I will.”
Andrew smiles back, and there’s another expression on his face that Rami can’t quite 
decipher.
Andrew clears his throat. “Well I’ll leave you to get out of costume and make up.”
The older Dom holds out his hand, and Rami grins as he takes hold of it and shakes.
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Anonymous asked:
I wrote an ask about BoRhap. I meant that in SOMOTF we have seen only 
several scenes of that movie and in later asks you wrote that there will be 
children, Andy on Ridge farm and so on. And I'm interested what other scenes 
are there, especially in the 80s part because it will definitely be different from 
the movie in our world.
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Thanks for clarifying and really good question!
The movie is definitely very different from BoRhap in our universe as there’s a greater 
emphasis on the boys’ romantic relationships with each other, and how they had to work to 
deal with the inequalities the subs faced (with the claiming etc). As you say, baby Andy is 
shown at Ridge Farm with them and the other kids all make appearances. The film shows 
how the band struggled a bit in the 80s when Freddie becomes more obsessed with using 
Queen as a vehicle to fight for sub rights whatever the costs, whereas the others want to focus
more on their families and raising their children.
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Anonymous asked:
Ibtyf: Joe and Ben being pregnant at the same time plus rami and gwil as 
concerned dads to be at the same time, John roger and Brian have to step in for 
support cos all 4 of them are freaking out at once and fuelling each other to 
freak out more

The chaos! John and Roger spend some sub time with Joe and Ben to support and reassure 
them that they can get through pregnancy and childbirth. With seven pregnancies between 
them, John and Roger are pretty experienced and gently remind the younger subs that they 
can come to them with any questions.
Meanwhile, Brian has a talk with Rami and Gwil to calm them down. He knows what it’s like
to be a nervous father-to-be and reassures them that they’re both going to be amazing dads.
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Anonymous asked:
How would Andy react to Craig’s treatment of John in SOMOTF when he 
asked for a closed set for such a personal scene?

Basically, Andy is fucking livid. When Brian finds out what happened, he ends up calling 
Andy to get his advice on what they might need to do if Craig presses charges against Rami, 
and asks whether Andy would be able to defend Rami on the grounds that he was protecting a
sub. Andy is horrified to hear about how John was treated on set, and he offers to support 
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Brian with taking any legal action that may be required to get Craig fired.
Andy also visits his mother the next day to check John is ok and to give him a cuddle and 
reassure him that there will always be Doms looking out for him.
The next time Andy sees Rami, he gives the younger man a big hug and thanks him for 
standing up for his mother.
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Anonymous asked:
Steamy sub time between Roger, John, Ben, and Joe with the two older sub 
using all of the tricks they've learned over the decades on the younger men and 
also coaching Joe and Ben how to pleasure each other?

“Okay,” Roger says with a grin as he grinds down on John, rubbing their cocks together. “So 
that’s a pretty easy and straightforward thing for you to do, and it feels amazing for both of 
you.”
He looks over at Ben and Joe, who have been mirroring his and John’s movements and 
position. Ben is watching the older subs as he grinds down on Joe with Joe’s legs hitched up 
on his hips.
“That’s it,” Roger says encouragingly. “Ooh, but I’ve just had a thought! There’s something 
else that’s worth a try for you two I think.”
Roger reaches for the lube, before easing John onto his side and placing a pillow under his 
hip. He waits for Ben to get Joe into a similar position before smiling at them.
“Okay, lads. So if Rami and Gwil are anything like Brian, they probably won’t want you 
fucking each other unless they’re present or it’s a special occasion. Sometimes when Deaky 
and I are in the mood for penetration during sub time, we’ll use toys, but sometimes it’s nice 
to be a bit more intimate. This is a really nice way of simulating fucking without actually 
doing it.”
Roger pours some lube onto his hands before encouraging John to part his legs so he can 
smear the lube on his inner thighs. He also rubs some over this cock before tossing the tube to
Ben.
“Now Ben, you’ll want to get nice and close behind Joe and lie on your side, and then just 
slip your cock between his thighs like so.”
Roger demonstrates on John, and waits for Ben to mimic him.
“Good. Then get Joe to squeeze his thighs around your cock like John is doing with me. All 
you need to do is thrust between his legs and it will feel just like you’re fucking him.”
“That sounds great,” Ben says as he copies Roger. “But what about Joe? I mean, this sounds 
like it’s geared more towards my pleasure and I’d want us both to enjoy it.”
John gives the younger subs a soft smile. “It does feel good, I promise. You can try thrusting 
at different angles and Joe can tell you what he likes. Rog always gets a nice angle with me 
where his cock drags against my balls and it’s amazing.”
Roger nods. “Plus you can always give Joe an extra hand, Ben.” He waggles the fingers of 
one hand for emphasis before wrapping it around John’s cock as he starts to thrust.
Ben wraps his own hand around Joe’s cock. “How’s that, mate?”
“Really good,” Joe sighs happily. “This is really nice. Can you try and rub your dick against 
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my balls like John was talking about? Oh yeah fuck-“
The room is soon filled with the sounds of sighing and moaning and sliding flesh as the subs 
lose themselves in their pleasure.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF do they show the Maylor/Deacury kids in BoRhap? Do they have a 
kid play young Andy when they’re at ridge farm?

Yes, the kids appear in BoRhap. Baby Andy is shown at Ridge Farm.
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Omg if andy and james have a kid by the time borhap comes out I bet their kid 
would call rami Freddie even when he's not in costume lolololol like "that not 
rami, mummy, that fweddie" and everyone just gets heart eyes  but he's so ❤
used to his living grandparents being around and how old they look that he'd 
scream not granma/ not granpa at the other cast members and again, fuckin 
heart eyes!

Andy and James have both their children by the time BoRhap comes out. Both kids visit the 
set and the youngest does get terribly confused when James explains that the cast members 
are supposed to be his grandparents (especially when grandpa and both grandmas are right 
there!)
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Anonymous asked:
Ooh ok we know Brian loves his subs but seeing Joe all nice and young and so 
sweet does things to Brian.
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Brian actually feels a bit ashamed when he thinks about how lovely Joe is. He has two 
beautiful subs and he knows they’d feel really self conscious if they knew he’d been thinking 
about how gorgeous a much younger sub is.
Ben is certainly beautiful, but Brian thinks Joe is particularly lovely because he has the same 
sense of humour as Roger and he also looks a little bit like John from a certain angle. Plus 
Brian gets a certain thrill when he can tell that Joe is trying not to fall to his knees in front of 
him. His cock twitches when he thinks of Joe on his knees with adoring eyes, wanting to be 
dominated.
But of course Brian thinks nothing else of it when he takes Roger and John home- he shares 
his life with the two most perfect subs.
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Anonymous asked:
Is it customary for doms to kiss the knuckles of subs they are introduced to / 
meet up with or is that just something our ibtyf/somotf characters do out of 
habit? Also I like the idea that if it is a societal norm to do that, that it wasn't 
always like that back in the day and sort of grew over time as a sign of respect 
doms show for subs. As if the gesture says: you are valuable and worthy of 
respect regardless of who I am in your life

It’s not expected- not every Dom will do it but it is a recognised sign of respect, particularly 
for older subs. The gesture means exactly as you say above. So that’s why Brian is very 
pleased when he sees Rami kissing Rog and John’s knuckles (it’s also something that Brian 
routinely does for the subs each night before dinner and usually when they go to bed).
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF aw I feel like when the ibtyf kids visit set on a day when rami is in 
his mustache and he gives the sub kids kisses on the knuckles, the mustache 
tickles them the way daddy's/uncle freddie's did which triggers more recent 
present memories for them. I think they'd be sad, but still happy since they dont
need to strain for a memory and that Freddie's legacy is living on
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Okay I’m crying ? I think they’d all definitely be in awe of Rami in costume/character. It 
brings back all these wonderful memories of Freddie which they love, especially since some 
of them were so young when he died.
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Anonymous asked:
Roger and John thinking Rami is ~~dreamy~~ is so fucking funny. I mean, 
Rami is definitely HOT, but its hilarious how these two older subs still get 
weak-kneed over a handsome young man. Joe definitely appreciates his dreamy
dom. When Jason goes to pre-school and someone asks him to describes his 
parents, he says "my daddy is dreamy and my mama is fucking gorgeous" after 
overhearing Rami and Joe complimenting each other

Rog and John may be getting older but they can still appreciate a handsome young Dom ?
And Jason becomes very familiar with how attractive his parents find each other!
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Anonymous asked:
Rog and John being minx around Dom!Rami

“Hey, guys,” Rami says with a grin, setting down his script as Roger and John approach him. 
“I didn’t realise you were coming to set today. How have you been?”
“Really good.” Roger smiles and takes off his sunglasses. “We’re only here for a bit today. 
Brian has some stuff he wants to give to Gwil, so we’re just stopping by. We thought we’d 
come and see how you’ve been getting on.”
“It’s been intense.” Rami chuckles. “I’m still getting used to the teeth.”
“John thinks you’re very dreamy in costume.” Roger winks and nudges the other sub.
John blushes, looking terribly embarrassed as he smiles shyly. “I didn’t use the 
word dreamy.”
Roger grins. “What do you think, Rami? I’m claimed, but John’s not. Subs only get better 
with age, you know-“
“Rog!” John laughs, his face completely red now. “Stop teasing the poor boy. I’m far too old 
for him.”
John does bat his eyes a little shyly at Rami; he has his own subtle style of flirting that is a 
stark contrast to Roger’s.
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“I do agree that subs only get better with age.” Rami gives them both a wink. “The two of 
you only seem to get more beautiful as the years pass.”
The older men giggle as they cling to each other, and Rami feels a sense of satisfaction at 
making two older subs so happy.
“Brian might let you, you know,” Roger says in a playful whisper as he steers John away. “If 
you asked him for us.”
Let me do what, Rami wants to ask, but instead he stands there in stunned silence as the 
giggling subs walk away, his eyes fixed on their backsides.
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Anonymous asked:
This just popped into my head and made me happy but somotf!verse, brian is 
sleeping and rog and john are awake so the pesky subs poke at him and tickle 
him because they just want brian to wake up already and give them attention! 
and then when brian starts waking up they pretend to be asleep ?

Brian chuckles as he rubs his eyes, blinking down at the mischevious subs sleeping on either 
side of him with their heads on his chest.
“Well good morning, my queens.” Brian presses a soft kiss to Roger’s grey hair, and then to 
John’s.
The subs giggle before dropping the facade.
“Good morning, sleepy head,” Roger chuckles. “I hope you enjoyed your lie in.”
“I was trying to.” Brian reaches down to swat Roger’s bum. “Until two cheeky subs started 
poking and tickling me. Tell me, Rog, if you were in my position, how would you punish 
those subs?”
Roger grins, caressing the Dom’s chest. “Well, Master. If it were me, I would sit back, relax, 
and make those cheeky subs take off their clothes and fuck in front of me.”
“That doesn’t sound like much of a punishment to me. What about you, John? What would 
you do?”
John blushes and kisses Brian’s jaw. “Well, sir. If it were me, I’d make those subs suck my 
cock together.”
Brian chuckles again. “Again, it doesn’t sound like much of a punishment. Especially since I 
know both those subs happen to enjoy sucking my cock- even more so when they’re allowed 
to do it together. I think we need something where neither of you are allowed to touch me or 
each other.”
“Bri,” Roger pouts.
“You were both clearly after a punishment.” Brian winks at them both. “Your dildos are in the
sock drawer- we haven’t used them in a while so let’s warm them up again, eh? Go and grab 
them and a bit of lube, take off your clothes, then come and lie back down and have some 
solo playtime. And I mean solo. I don’t want to see either of you touching each other, and 
you’re not to cum until I say so.”
“Brian,” Roger whines.
“You wanted to play,” Brian grins, “so let’s play. Up you get please, both of you. Dildos, 
clothes off, and on your backs.”
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Roger and John both let out an audible sigh, but they smile when they meet each other’s eyes.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, I'll take anything about Rami having his hands all over pregnant Joe.
Like Joe's always been deliciously soft, but now he's plush everywhere, and the
idea of them having a kid is heady enough, but seeing the visible changes, it's 
like Rami can't control himself, and Joe just loves it.

“Rams, stop it.” Joe laughs, flushing red as he quickly wraps a towel round his body.
“Stop what?” Rami grins, winking at his sub.
“Stop looking at me like that! I just got out of the shower. I don’t want you seeing my wobbly
parts.”
It’s not often that Rami sees Joe so shy and self-conscious, but he seems to see it more 
regularly as Joe’s pregnancy progresses.
“Just wanna touch you,” Rami growls, gently prising the towel from Joe so it falls to the 
floor. “Love your wobbly parts. You’re all soft and glowing.”
Rami wraps his arms around the sub and cups his bump gently, before his hands slip down to 
caress Joe’s hips and ass.
“You’re such a sap.” Joe grins as their noses brush.
“Only for you, baby.”
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, I completely forgot to ever ask this when the story was going, but 
I’d love any scrap/ficlet of how Roger and Brian reacted with John after finding
out that Craig had John kneel in front of the crew. (John seemed uncomfortable 
but able to shake off what Craig did without needing a delicate treatment, so 
I've always wondered if Brian and Roger were immediately shocked and 
possessive with John before Craig was fired)

“You’re very quiet tonight.” Brian slips a hand under the covers to squeeze John’s thigh. “Is 
everything alright?”
John doesn’t look up from his book. “It’s just been a long day. I’m very tired.”
“Andy called earlier,” Brian says gently. “He’s going to come round with the kids tomorrow.”
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John can’t help but smile. Some time with his grandchildren is much needed and always 
cheers him up.
“How was your day on set?” Roger pipes up from the other side of the bed, shuffling closer to
Brian so he can get a better view of John. “It was one of the sex scenes, right? I know Joe and
Rami were really nervous about it. How did they get on?”
John sighs and closes his book. “Craig made it an open set.”
There’s an uncomfortable silence.
“He what?” Roger sounds horrified.
John shrugs. “There was a bit of fuss over it.”
“A bit of fuss?” Brian raises an eyebrow.
“Filming was suspended for the day,” John continues. “After Rami punched Craig.”
“Go Rami,” Roger chuckles.
John bites his lip. “I asked Craig to make it a closed set, but he wouldn’t listen to my request 
unless I got on my knees. Rami lost his temper a bit.”
Brian frowns. “Craig made you get on your knees?”
“He said it was proper etiquette.” John turns red. “I know he was being a bastard, but what 
else was I supposed to do? I couldn’t just let him make Rami and Joe perform that terribly 
intimate scene in front of everyone-“
“I’m not angry at you, darling,” Brian says reassuringly, kissing John’s knuckles. “I’m so 
sorry you had to go through that. I promise you I’ll be having words with Craig.”
“You should beat him up, Bri,” Roger says firmly, reaching over the Dom to squeeze John’s 
hand. “You should beat him up in front of the crew. He’s a right bastard. Ben says he’s always
perving over him and Joe. A beating will teach him a lesson.”
Brian rolls his eyes. “I was thinking I’d just have him fired, actually.”
John kisses the Dom’s jaw. “Whatever you do, please make sure Rami doesn’t get into 
trouble. I have a feeling Craig is going to try and spin it so that Rami is the bad guy here, but 
Rami was just defending me and looking out for Joe.”
“Don’t worry, love,” Brian says reassuringly. “I have an idea of how I want to handle this. Put
this out of your mind for now, and let’s have a lovely day with our grandchildren tomorrow 
before I make arrangements to speak to a few people next week.”
John nods happily, once again grateful that he has such an amazing nominated Dom. As the 
three of them settle down to sleep for the night, John feels a little less anxious when he feels 
Brian kiss his hair and Roger lace their fingers together on Brian’s chest.
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Anonymous asked:
In modern days, can Sub/Sub and Dom/Dom couples claim each other or do 
they have an equivalent of claiming? Are their relationships accepted and 
treated equally or is it like how same-sex couples had civil unions, but it was 
looked down on as "not real"

At the time of SOMOTF, there still isn’t an equivalent of claiming for Dom/Dom or sub/sub 
couples. These relationships are accepted a lot more than they are at the time of IBTYF but 
same-status couples still face a fight for equal rights and a lot of discrimination.
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Anonymous asked:
Once I asked about Rami as an unusual Dom. What about Ben as an unusual 
sub? His appearance is really brutal and he's really serious and thoughtful

Ben is a feisty sub and definitely not afraid of standing up for himself. Subs are generally 
thought of as being quite sweet but Ben can crack a dirty joke just as good as any Dom and 
can behave quite boisterously on occasion too
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Anonymous asked:
What if in SOMOTF verse Rami is a sub? When people at first hear that a sub 
would play Freddie, they are like "this movie will be shitty, a sub cannot play 
him". But Queen family thinks he's doing amazing. And when the film is ready,
everybody can see he's an amazing actor who captured Freddie's energy. Maybe
in this version Joe is a Dom and it's hard for them to play but they do it 
fantastically.

And that would make Rami’s Oscar win even more meaningful! 
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Anonymous asked:
Since Rami and Joe’s fathers have both passed away in SOMOTF, Brian would 
be the honorary grandpa. You know he would get all teary eyed when the JJ and
the Harlee kids toddle over to him asking Grandpa Bri to tell them about the 
stars again! Also, John and Roger would be the best grandmothers, always there
with a cuddle and a kind word for their babies
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The BoRhap boys remain very close with Queen after the film is finished, and they definitely 
become honorary grandparents. Sometimes when Rami and Joe are having a freak out about 
parenting they know they can always talk to Brian, Roger and John. Plus the kids absolutely 
love their honorary grandparents. And Brian, Roger and John certainly aren’t complaining 
about having a few more additions to their dozens of grandchildren.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, I love every extra with Joe's pregnancy/babies, especially the one 
with Roger/Joe/John interaction at the May household; I'd love a ficlet or scrap 
of the subs cuddling Joe with his newborn (I just get gooey eyed at the thought;
Roger making silly faces at the baby, John just loving babies in general, I love 
any concept!)

Joe blinks his eyes open, yawning and then frowning when he realises he’s not in his own 
home.
It’s only when he sees Roger looming over him with a grin and a cup of tea that he 
remembers he’s in the May household.
“The kid must really be taking it out of you.” Roger offers the tea to Joe. “You’ve been 
passed out for about an hour.”
Joe takes the tea gratefully. “God, I’m so sorry I fell asleep. I’m so exhausted.”
It’s then that he notices John sitting on the sofa opposite, gently rocking Jason in his arms. 
The baby gurgles happily in the older sub’s arms, and John smiles when he sees Joe is awake.
“Look,” John whispers to the baby, “Mummy’s awake. Do you want to go and see him? 
Hm?”
Joe opens his arms with a smile as John carries the baby over to him, and Jason wriggles as 
Joe takes him from the older sub.
“Has he been good?” Joe kisses Jason’s head.
“He’s been good as gold,” Roger says with a smile. “He was fussing a bit when you fell 
asleep but he was fine after John cuddled him for a few minutes.”
“You have a gift,” Joe chuckles. “You’re so good with babies.”
“I have a bit of experience,” John laughs. “I hope you managed to get some rest? I know how 
hard it is in the beginning. I was so exhausted when Andrew was born.”
“I feel like I haven’t slept in years,” Joe sighs. “I feel like I’m already failing as a mom 
because I can barely keep my eyes open.”
“You’re doing an amazing job,” Roger says reassuringly. “John and I have both been there. 
You’ll probably never quite feel on top of things, but I promise you’ll be an amazing mum.”
Joe feels a little better as John and Roger wrap their arms around him, and he can’t help but 
hope they’re right as he looks down at his son.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF Mazlek with their twins? Maybe their son meeting his new siblings?

“Jason,” Rami says with a grin, picking his son up and placing him gently on the bed beside 
Joe. “C’mere and meet your brother and sister.”
Jason wrinkles his nose at the babies that Joe is cradling in each arm. “They’re all wrinkly.”
“That’s because they’ve just been born,” Joe laughs. “You looked like that too when you were
a baby.”
Rami ruffles his oldest son’s hair. “We were thinking maybe you could help us name them?”
“Oh.” Jason looks a bit more pleased. “Well that’s easy. How about Mickey and Minnie?”
“We’ll let you think about it,” Joe says quickly.
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Anonymous asked:
Okay but the maylor and/or deacury grandkids playing the kids in BoRhap? 
Cue proud and nostalgic grandparents

OMG that would be adorable 
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, absolutely curious if you've decided how many kids Mazlek will 
have! (I for one hope for a lot, but even the two you've mentioned make me so 
happy!)
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I’m thinking three ? They planned for two but the second one turned out to be twins (runs in 
the family ?)
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF, I'm still in love with the bits you've recently written about Joe's 
pregnancy and their kid, so much I had to reread the original fic and the ficlets 
you've posted here! I'd love to see more of Joe and Rami bonding with their 
newborn!

“Where’s mommy?” Rami chuckles, holding the baby up as Joe removes his hands from his 
face. “There he is!”
The baby gurgles, his eyes wide as Rami passes him to Joe.
“Somebody needs a bath,” Joe says playfully, tickling his son’s tummy. “Time for you to get 
squeaky clean, honey.”
“We can use the rubber duckies from Uncle Gwil and Uncle Ben.” Rami kisses a tiny nose. 
“You love the rubber duckies, don’t you?”
The baby gurgles again.
“I love this little lump of cuteness,” Joe says happily, kissing his son’s head. “I want another 
one.”
Rami smiles at him warmly. “Yeah?”
Joe bites his lip sheepishly. “Yeah.”
Rami looks down at the soft stuffed monkey he’s holding in one hand, smiling to himself. 
“Well okay then.”
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Anonymous asked:
Let’s say Ben’s mom has passed away or is not in contact with Ben anymore. 
How about sub time with Roger and he’s all sleepy and relaxed and calls him 
Mum?

“Are you alright?” Roger chuckles, pulling Ben a little closer.
Ben hums happily. “Yeah. I’m just so tired. Today was utterly exhausting. A cuddle is exactly 
what I need.”
Roger laughs and kisses the younger sub’s head. “Well cuddles are my speciality. You know 
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you can always come to me for a cuddle.”
“Thanks, mum.”
Ben freezes the instant those words leave his mouth. He tries to think of a way he can fix this,
a way he can retract what he’s just said. He feels like he’s five years old.
“It’s alright, Ben,” Roger says gently, clearly sensing the younger sub’s discomfort. “I’ve 
been called worse things.”
Ben blushes. “Sorry…I think it’s just because you give really nice cuddles, you know? And I 
haven’t had a mother figure in a while.”
“I understand.” Roger kisses Ben’s head again. “And I’m really happy you see me like that. I 
do think of you as another son, you know.”
Ben beams at that, and buries his face in Roger’s shoulder.
He decides not to tell Joe about this though, otherwise he’ll never hear the end of it.
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Anonymous asked:
Can we maybe get some Dom!Gwil Sub!Ben first time?

“Ben,” Gwil says warningly. “Remember not to come until you’re given permission. You’re 
doing so well, gorgeous.”
Ben bites his lip and nods, squeezing his thighs tighter around Gwil’s hips, and grabbing the 
base of his cock. His orgasm is threatening to spill out at any moment, but he wants to please 
his new Dom.
“Well done,” Gwil praises. “What a good boy you are. I’m almost there, god, I’m nearly 
there, I’m gonna come inside you, okay…get ready…now-“
Ben lets his orgasm wash over him just as Gwil comes. He laughs as his whole body goes 
limp, the pleasure rippling through him.
“See,” Gwil says softly with a grin. “Master knows best.”
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Anonymous asked:
Ben and Joe sub time?

Ben and Joe love taking naps together. During filming, they’ll sneak off to one of their trailers
and cuddle up under a blanket for a quick snooze. After BoRhap is finished and they’re living
on different continents again, their sub time becomes a lot more precious. Rami and Gwil 
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make sure their subs get to spend some alone time together- sometimes Joe and Ben like to go
out on day trips together or sometimes they’ll just cuddle up in bed and watch funny videos 
together (with the occasional handjob or blowjob thrown in if they particularly need to de-
stress…)
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Anonymous asked:
Hi I love you and your worlds and your writing style v v much. It’s such a gift!!
Anyways, I was wondering, if Andy was born in 1975 does that mean he (and 
all the kids for that matter) would be in borhap? Or would they just kind of 
reference the kids offhandedly? Do rami and Gwil have to hold it together 
while watching joe and Ben get fake baby bumps, etc?

Thank you so much!
Andy and the other kids do appear in BoRhap. The film in the IBTYF/SOMOTF universe 
focuses more on the band’s family lives than BoRhap in our universe, because obviously the 
band are two couples in IBTYF and their relationships are an important part of their story.
And yes, Rami and Gwil love seeing Ben and Joe with fake bumps when they have to play 
pregnant Roger and John.
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Anonymous asked:
In the IBTYF verse, can doms do whatever they wish to their claimed subs? Or 
are there still laws against abuse/domestic violence? Do resources for abused 
subs (such as shelters or legal aid) exist in the time of IBTYF or the DV? (I 
know Andy becomes a submissive-rights lawyer so that at least exists by the 
time of SOMOTF...)

There are laws against abuse/domestic violence- deliberately harming a sub without their 
consent is illegal. In theory everything that happens between a Dom and sub should be agreed
by both parties- in practice that’s not always the case and at the time of IBTYF/IBTYF dark 
verse, subs are objectified to such an extent and have so few rights that it’s the Dom’s word 
that nearly always carries the weight. Shelters and legal aid don’t exist at this point- although 
there are a few kind-hearted individuals who try to support subs in need when they see them.
Things are better are the time of SOMOTF when any kind of abuse or discrimination against 
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subs is a lot more unacceptable than it was in the 70s/80s. It’s something Andrew is very 
passionate about because of his own parents’ fight for submissive rights.
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Anonymous asked:
Roger and John thinking Rami is dreamy is so funny because same, honestly. 
What if Brian and Rami conspire to reward the Subs for something by inviting 
Rami into their bed for one night? The two older Subs use their years of 
experience to get the most lovely reactions out of the young Dom. And imagine
how hot the Dom/Dom action would be between Rami and Bri even if its just a 
kiss ? ﾥﾵﾟ

Maybe Bri and Rami kiss because they know it’s something the two subs will enjoy 
watching ?
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Anonymous asked:
The only thing better than winning Best Actor for Joe was after his name was 
announced, his son, who was sitting in between him and Rami turned to him 
and said with a huge smile "You did it, Mama!" (I imagine Rami and Joe got 
together sometime b/w the Pacific and BoRhap, so their son is a small child at 
this time)
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Anonymous asked:
For SOMOTF, I know you wrote sub rights have come far but still have some 
barriers, especially for movies; I don't know if an ask like this was already 
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made, but I thought it'd be cool for Joe (especially if he's already given birth, 
causing more prejudice) to be the first sub in history to win the Best Actor 
Oscar. It'd be a landmark victory, and some scandal because he beat out all the 
other alpha nominees,and I can imagine how proud Rami would be, and their 
son just happy to see mom happy :')

Subs getting nominated for awards like the Oscars is incredibly rare, let alone winning. It 
would be such a proud moment for Joe and the whole Queen/BoRhap family would be super 
proud 
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Anonymous asked:
So I was re-reading SOMOTF for the millionth time and the parts where Rami 
and John and Roger had little moments of chemistry stuck out to me. What if, 
as a reward for something, Brian lets his Subs have a night with the young Dom
(Rami enthusiastically agrees of course)?

Rami smiles warmly at the two subs who stand naked before him, blushing furiously but 
looking incredibly excited.
“Come here, both of you,” Rami commands gently, opening his arms and encouraging the 
older men to step forward. He wraps an arm around each of their waists, pulling them close 
and inhaling their scents. “Two of the great beauties of the music industry, here in my arms. 
How lucky I am.”
Roger chuckles, kissing Rami’s jaw. “Once maybe. We’re just a couple of old men now.”
“You’re still lovely,” Rami says firmly, groping the subs’ bottoms gently. “Exquisite.” He 
cups John’s face with one hand. “Beautiful.”
John lets out a breathy sigh. “What would you have us do, sir?”
“This is your night,” Rami chuckles. “Your reward. What would you like?”
The subs’ eyes meet, and they giggle.
“Well,” Roger grins, “I’d love a handsome young Dom to screw me silly.”
“Me too,” John giggles.
Rami chuckles. “On the bed then, both of you. On all fours next to each other, asses in the 
air.”
The Dom smiles as he watches the older men clamber into position, his eyes fixing on their 
gorgeous rears.
This is going to be a good night.
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Anonymous asked:
Can we get a SOMOTF ficlet about Rami and Joe’s baby coming early while 
they’re in London and they’re so small Joe is scared to hold them because he 
doesn’t want anything to happen to them

“Be careful with him,” Joe says worriedly as the nurse takes the baby away.
Everything hurts and he’s covered in sweat and god knows how many other bodily fluids, but 
Joe just wants to get up to see where they’re taking his baby.
“It’s okay, baby,” Rami says softly. “They’re just cleaning him up.”
When the baby is brought back over, Joe is hesitant to take his son.
He can feel his eyes watering. “He’s so little. I don’t want to hurt him.”
“You won’t hurt him,” John says reassuringly. “George was a tiny baby too, but tiny babies 
are stronger than you think.”
The older sub gently reaches out to take the baby, before settling the little one in Joe’s lap as 
carefully as possible.
“Just support his head,” John says encouragingly, guiding one of Joe’s hands into place, “and 
then you can use your other arm to give him a little cuddle.”
Joe still can’t quite believe that he’s finally holding his son in his arms. He looks up at Rami, 
who’s smiling down at him proudly, and he’s suddenly overwhelmed by joy.
He has a baby.
A son.
A family.
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Anonymous asked:
Could you give us some SOMOTF Mazlek fluff? Everything you write is i n c r
e d i b l e and always the highlight of my day/week

“What’s with the box?” Joe asks as he climbs into bed, nodding at the box in Rami’s lap.
“A gift for you,” Rami grins.
“A gift?” Joe smiles back. “Yeah?”
“From my mom.” Rami pushes the box towards Joe.
Joe feels the box carefully, surprised by how light it is, and gently lifts the lid off. His heart 
stops when he sees what’s inside.
“It’s my mother’s claiming veil,” Rami says gently. “She wanted you to have it for our 
ceremony.”
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Joe blinks back tears as he carefully examines the beautiful veil. “Oh my god.”
It’s the most thoughtful gift he’s ever been given, and he can’t wait to wear it.
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Anonymous asked:
(SOMOTF) Rami being anxious about Joe giving birth and Brian comforting 
him while they have that drink?

“Is everything all right?” Brian asks gently as he pours them some scotch.
Rami doesn’t even drink scotch, but right now he feels like he could down a whole bottle.
“Yeah,” Rami says, taking the glass from Brian gratefully.
“You don’t sound so sure.” Brian takes a seat beside the younger Dom, and in that moment 
Rami remembers what it’s like to have a father, and it makes him miss his own terribly.
Rami shrugs. “There’s just a lot going on with Joe and the baby right now.”
Brian raises a questioning eyebrow.
Rami sighs. “I’m just so…anxious. I know it’s stupid. I’m excited to be a dad, but as we get 
closer to Joe’s due date I can’t help but worry. He had a tough first few months- he had such 
terrible morning sickness. And I know Joe’s a little older than most first time moms- I’m just 
worried about how difficult this is gonna be for him.”
“It’s not stupid at all,” Brian says gently. “Your anxiety shows that you’re ready to be a father.
I felt the same way when Rog fell pregnant for the first time, and Freddie felt the same way 
with John. It’s normal to be nervous. Joe is going to be fine, Rami. So is your baby. You just 
need to focus all your energy on being there for your sub.”
Rami nods and gives the older Dom a smile.
“To Baby Malek,” Brian grins, raising his glass in a toast.
“To Baby Malek.” Rami can’t help but smile as he clinks his glass against Brian’s.
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF: in our world Rami is not a stereotype man: he's very soft, 
sentimental, kind, cuddly and so on. I think, in that verse he would be not a 
typical Dom. What do people think of him there, for example in media and so 
on? How would they see him? For example, think he is a sub when seeing him 
on screen and so on
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Rami is not afraid to be himself, regardless of what society expects of him. Prior to BoRhap, 
he’s often assumed to be a sub when he first walks into auditions, but his success with 
BoRhap gives him the power to be able to be himself and not have to fit certain stereotypes.
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Anonymous asked:
Hey, another weirdly specific question here! In the IBTYF/SOMOTF verse, 
would it be considered acceptable for Subs to yell/curse at and not call their 
Doms master during childbirth due to pain/annoyance? Like if Roger told Brian
to buck up after he yelled like a girl over his hand being squeezed too hard, 
would Roger be punished for that?

Standards of behaviour and what warrants a punishment is generally down to a Dom and sub 
to discuss and agree together, but for most couples there will be situations where they’ll agree
the usual rules don’t apply. Childbirth would be considered a situation where subs can get 
away with yelling at their Doms because they’re in such pain.
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Anonymous asked:
(SOMOTF) What if Joe were to ask John and/or Roger to be there when he 
gives birth?

Joe does remain very close with John after BoRhap finishes. He’d initially planned to have 
Rami and his mother in the delivery room with him, but he ends up going into labour early 
while he and Rami are in London. Joe begs Rami to call John and ask if he can come and be 
with Joe, because Joe really wants another sub in the delivery room with him. John of course 
agrees, and he’s a very soothing presence when Joe and Rami are both panicking about their 
premature baby. He keeps them both calm and holds Joe’s hand when he gives birth. The 
baby is born very small but perfectly healthy, and they have to stay in hospital for a while, but
Joe is so glad that John was with him.
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Anonymous asked:
I'm obsessed with all your verses! I know SOMOTF is done, PDOM is ending, 
and IBTYF is being expanded, but if you have any extra bits from SOMOTF 
about Joe/Rami, especially if they have kids, I'd love to see it! I personally like 
imagining everyone obsessing over Joe being pregnant, especially John, with 
Rami always nearby.

“Wow,” Joe says as Rami helps him out of the car. “Look at this place.”
Joe had been expecting a nice, large house, but this is even more breathtaking than what he’d 
imagined. He blinks up at it in awe.
“They’re rockstars,” Rami reminds him gently. “Have you got the pie?”
Joe waves the tin foil plate at him. “I can’t believe we’re about to have dinner at the May 
household. God, I’m almost having an orgasm just thinking about it.”
“Try and control yourself,” Rami chuckles as he guides his sub to the front door.
Brian is waiting for them in the hallway with Roger and John stood slightly behind him, their 
heads bowed respectfully.
“It’s so good to see you,” Brian says happily, shaking Rami’s hand and giving him a hug 
before turning to Joe. “Joseph, you’re glowing. Look at you. There’s nothing more beautiful 
than a pregnant sub, in my opinion.”
Joe feels himself turn into a puddle of goo at Brian’s praise as per usual, and when the Dom 
leans down to hug him he has the sudden urge to drop to his knees and let Brian leash him.
They wander over to Roger to give him a hug, and Joe smiles when Rami kisses the sub’s 
hand.
“You look really well,” Rami says softly.
“I’ve gone semi-vegetarian,” Roger announces proudly. “Four days a week. Thanks to this 
one.” He nods at Brian and they all laugh.
They turn to John next, and Joe grins at the blush on the older man’s face when Rami presses 
a kiss to his knuckles.
“As beautiful as ever,” Rami praises softly, and Joe can tell that John melts a little at that.
Roger and John both giggle when they meet each other’s eyes; clearly the attention of a 
young handsome Dom is having the same effect on them as Brian’s praise is having on Joe.
“Behave yourselves,” Brian says playfully but firmly, and the older subs immediately 
compose themselves.
“Rami, my queens are desperate to coo over your expecting sub. Would you like to join me 
for a drink so we can give them some space?”
It’s actually been a while since Joe has spent any alone time with another sub, let alone two, 
so it’s nice to be ushered to the living room and to have John and Roger fuss over him.
“He’s carrying low,” Roger says with a grin as he strokes Joe’s bump. “That means it’s a 
boy.”
“Rubbish,” John laughs. “I carried high for all my pregnancies and I only had boys.”
“I don’t really mind what it is,” Joe grins, “I just want it out of me. I’m so uncomfortable all 
the time now.”
John squeezes his hand gently, and Joe is suddenly very sad that they’re only staying a few 
days. He’s missed John terribly; the older sub is like another mother to him, and he could 
really do with John’s calming presence during the final weeks of his pregnancy.
“Be honest with me though,” Joe says nervously. “It’s gonna hurt like a bitch right?”
Roger laughs. “It’s so painful. You won’t be able to take it.”



“Roger,” John says warningly. “Of course it’s going to hurt, Joe, but it’s really nothing to 
worry yourself too much about. Honestly, Roger is the worst with pain- he cries when he gets 
a papercut- and he managed to give birth to four children. If he can do it, so can you.”
“It’s the Doms who have more of a problem with pain,” Roger says knowingly. “Brian 
screamed like a girl just because I squeezed his hand a little tightly in the delivery room.”
“And Freddie passed out when I was giving birth to Andrew because it was too hot,” John 
adds, looking unimpressed. “I was all on my own for twenty minutes while the doctor tried to
revive him.”
The subs burst out laughing, and Joe strokes his bump as he feels the baby shift inside him.
“I’m sure you won’t have any problems with Rami though,” John says confidently.
“You two just think my Dom is dreamy,” Joe teases, and they all giggle again.
“I love my Brian,” Roger laughs, “but it’s nice having a strong young Dom in the house for a 
little bit. I’m sure he doesn’t look twice at me and John when he’s got you though, Joe.”
“You can borrow Rami if you let me borrow Brian,” Joe says with a wink, and they all shriek 
with laughter; Joe thinks that Rami and Brian must be wondering what an earth’s going on in 
this room.
“John would love that,” Roger teases. “Rami is all he could talk about during filming. Rami is
so talented, Rami is so handsome, Rami is so respectful, ooh Rami please fuck me with your 
big cock-“
“I didn’t say that,” John says, blushing furiously and clearly embarrassed.
Joe is about to say something in response, but then the baby is kicking and he excitedly grabs 
the older sub’s hands and places them on his bump.
Roger and John smile at him as they rub gently, and Joe wishes now more than ever that they 
could stay in London a little while longer.
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deakysgurl asked:
The IBTYF universe is swiftly becoming my favourite, you write it so damn 
well! Could we have some super soft times between John and Brian? 

“I’ve changed my mind about tomorrow, by the way,” John says quietly, not looking up from 
his book. “I’ve decided I’m not going.”
Brian raises an eyebrow as he turns to look at the sub beside him, propped up against the 
pillows. “Oh?”
“I don’t want to do it,” John confirms.
Brian glances at his other side, where Roger is tucked up beneath the covers and snoring 
softly.
“Why not?” Brian asks, putting his own book aside.
John sighs and snaps his book shut. “Do I really have to explain everything to you, Bri? 
Shouldn’t me saying that I don’t want to go be good enough for you?”
Brian frowns as John takes off his reading glasses and sinks back against the pillows with a 
sigh. The sub rubs his face tiredly before meeting Brian’s eyes.
“I’m sorry,” John says, his voice softer. “That was uncalled for. Sorry, sir.”
Brian smiles at the use of the title, and pulls John into a hug. “It’s alright, John. I know you 
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don’t like being involved with anything to do with Queen anymore. But this is different. This 
is a film about us, about Freddie. They need your help, John.”
John bites his lip. “They’ll all know who I am.”
Brian chuckles and nods. “Well, yes. But they’ll be very respectful, I promise you that. Look, 
I’m certainly not going to force you to come and visit the set if you don’t want to. But as an 
executive producer I will be going tomorrow, and it would be so wonderful if I could bring 
both my queens with me.”
John blushes and gives a small smile. “I’ll think about it. No promises though.”
“No promises,” Brian agrees.
He leans over to kiss John, gently brushing their lips together as he rubs the sub’s back 
soothingly.
“You know,” Brian says as he kisses John’s neck, “in the script, you and Roger are referred to
as two of the greatest beauties in the music industry. I made them put that line in there.”
“You didn’t,” John laughs.
“I did. That’s what people used to say about you. That’s what I still say about you.”
“You sap,” John sighs as their kiss becomes more heated.
Brian grins as he gropes John’s bottom and grinds his erection gently against the younger 
man’s thigh.
“Careful,” John whispers breathlessly. “If we wake Rog up, he’ll want to join in.”
“That’s not usually something that would bother me,” Brian whispers back, “but Rog does 
love attention and I’d like to give a little more to you right now.”
John giggles as Brian resumes kissing his neck. “A silent quickie it is then.”
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Anonymous asked:
I forgot, in SOMOTF do Subs whether claimed or unclaimed still have to sit on
the floor, or have times changed enough for them to use the furniture?

Times have changed so that it’s no longer really expected that subs will sit on the floor, but a 
lot of subs still prefer to (it just wouldn’t be frowned upon if they didn’t)
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Anonymous asked:
In the SOMOTF universe, how do u picture Joe and Rami’s wedding? Like 
where is it held , their first dance song etc ?
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So in the IBTYF/SOMOTF universe, the equivilant of a wedding is a claiming ceremony. 
This can be as simple as going to a registry office to take care of the legal paperwork (which 
is what happens in IBTYF, although we don’t see it, as the boys needed to get it done 
quickly), or a big huge party. Rami and Joe go down the big huge party route. They get 
married in New York, and of course Queen and Gwil and Ben are invited. Queen actually 
play their first song for them (Crazy Little Thing Called Love) and it’s just like a massive 
celebration and everyone has a great time.
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Anonymous asked:
You know the part at the end of borhap between live aid and don't stop me now 
where it talks about Freddie and Jim and Freddie's death? What do you think it 
would say in somotf's borhap?

“Freddie Mercury died of cancer on the 24th November 1991.
He was 45 years old.
Freddie and John enjoyed a loving relationship for the remainder of Freddie’s life. Freddie 
continued to fight with Queen for sub rights in the music industry until his death.
In 1992, Queen and Jim Beach established The Mercury Phoenix Trust In Freddie’s honour, 
dedicated to fighting cancer worldwide.”
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF ending was just so perfect and fitting the atmosphere! I'm sooo 
happy for Mazlek. But how would Gwil claim Ben? Would it take like a couple 
of years or just months for Harlee to be ready?

Thanks pal! Gwil claims Ben a few months after Rami claims Joe. When they’re on a trip in 
France together ?
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deakysgurl asked:
Awwww the final chapter was lovely, the perfect way to finish the story off - 
once again you have smashed it ?￢ﾝ

Thanks honey  so glad you enjoyed it ?
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Anonymous asked:
Ooof, the final chapter OOOOF. You’re amazing

Thank you so much  sad it’s over but it was a pleasure to finally finish it :)
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Craig cornering Ben when he's alone and trying to punish him for some stupid 
reason, cue protective Gwil to the rescue

“What’s going on here?”
Gwil takes in the scene in front of him- Ben with his back to the wall in his Roger costume, 
looking extremely uncomfortable, and Craig hovering dangerously close in the sub’s personal
space.
Craig glances at Gwil, clearly unhappy at being interrupted. “Ben was a little disrespectful to 
me this morning. We were just discussing what an appropriate punishment might be.”
Gwil takes a few steps forward to plant himself firmly between Craig and Ben. “I don’t care 
what he did. He’s not yours to punish.”
Craig raises an eyebrow, a displeased frown on his face.
“I want to hear you say it out loud,” Gwil says quietly, dangerously. “Ben is not yours to 
punish.”
Craig swallows, his Adam’s apple bobbing slowly.
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“I didn’t quite catch that,” Gwil says.
Craig glares at the other Dom. “Ben isn’t mine to punish.”
“And don’t you forget it.” Gwil gestures to the door, grateful when Craig actually leaves after
a moment’s hesitation.
The minute the older Dom has gone, Ben throws himself into Gwil’s arms.
“Thank you,” Ben says softly, his voice a little shaky.
Gwil resists the temptation to kiss Ben’s head. “You’re welcome.”
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Chapter 7
We made it!

I’m really pleased to share with you the final chapter of Standing On My Own Two Feet:

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/46648903

Thank you so much to everyone who’s stuck it out and all the people who left such lovely 

comments. While I do write for my own enjoyment, it’s other people’s enjoyment that really 

encourages me to keep going.

I hope you’ve enjoyed reading it as much as I’ve enjoyed writing it, and watch this space for the 

next instalment in the I Belong To You Forever series!
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Tomorrow…
The end is nearly here!

standing on my own two feet the final chapter
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jessahmewren asked:
The undecided fic could be that John goes to stay with Rami and Joe for 
awhile, Brian thinking it would be good for him to experience time with 
another, younger Dom. This is purely me just needing some Rami/John but I'm 
trying to sell it as a fic idea. *looks innocent*
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“You okay?” Rami asks gently, caressing John’s cheek.
“Yeah,” John gasps breathlessly, steadying himself on the Dom’s shoulders as he works 
himself slowly up and down on Rami’s cock.
“Yeah?” Rami grins. “You like that? You like my cock? Does Brian give it to you like this, 
John?”
The sub moans in response, bouncing a little more vigorously.
“I know Brian takes good care of you.” Rami squeezes the generous swell of John’s ass. “I 
know he keeps you satisfied. I only hope I can keep up with him.”
Rami gives John’s leash a tug, pulling the sub towards him so that their lips meet in a kiss. He
tugs the other leash in his hand too- the one connected to Joe’s collar.
The younger sub crawls to the pair, wrapping his arms around John. John returns Joe’s smile, 
and the two subs share a kiss as John continues to ride Rami.
Rami feels his heart pound in response to the sight, and he knows he’s the luckiest Dom in the
world.
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Anonymous asked:
Baby i don't understand if in SOMOTF Joe and Ben have already a collars -if 
you mentioned sorry maybe i don't read very well- or if not, we can see in the 
final chapter some new and fashion collars on the boys neck? ?ﾟﾘﾙ

Collars are essentially like wedding rings in this universe- they’re a symbol of a Dom’s claim 
on a sub, which is equivalent to marriage.
So Joe and Ben don’t have collars…yet.
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Anonymous asked:
Did Joe and rami use the shooting of deacury's lacking communication and 
Roger's explosive intervention as a guide for what not to do with each other or 
did they already have a good idea on how their own doms and subs are meant 
to be treated?
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Rami and Joe have pretty good communication skills as a couple. They’re both a lot more 
experienced than Freddie and John were in the relationship department and they’ve both 
grown up in a time where it’s acceptable for subs to be more vocal and challenge their Doms.
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Anonymous asked:
I LOVED THE UPDATE! I can't believe this universe is going to be over very 
soon ?

Thank you so much!
The bad news is this fic will be over next week (? ﾭﾟﾘ ?)
But the good news is I do have plans to write more fics in this universe. At the moment I have
three more fics planned in the IBTYF universe as follows:

• Part 3- the ‘Dark Verse’ fic. An AU of I Belong To You Forever where Ray Foster ‘wins’, i.e. 
discovers that Brian and Freddie only claimed the subs to save them from the submissive 
clause of the Queen contract. It will follow Roger and John as they fall into Ray’s hands after 
their Doms are sent to prison.

• Part 4- set in the original IBTYF timeline just after the events of IBTYF, and will focus on 
the two couples as they have children and raise families while trying to juggle Queen 
commitments

• Part 5- again set in the original IBTYF timeline, before SOMOTF and just after Freddie’s 
death. Will focus on John being taken in by Brian and his life with the May family.

And of course I’ll continue to respond to asks about this verse on this blog!
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Good lord Craig, how many times do you need to be beaten up before you take 
the hint!? Anyways, amazing chapter as always ^_^ (And god damn, my heart 
breaks for John, someone give him a cuddle)
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Thanks pal! John defo needs all the love in the world 
standing on my own two feet
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Chapter Six
The penultimate chapter! As usual please read all tags, warnings and notes beforehand…there is a 

brief sexual assault/harassment in this chapter and mentioned non con sex (although it doesn’t 

actually happen).

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/46222456#workskin

See you next week for the finale!
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It’s almost time for the penultimate chapter….
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SOMOTF Update
Hey everyone, hope you’re having a good weekend so far! Thanks for all the kind messages- I’m a 

little calmer after all my stressing, although I’m always an anxious soul ?

I’m hoping the penultimate chapter of SOMOTF will be up tomorrow (Sunday)- I’m just working 

on finishing it now. If I can’t quite get it done in time though I’ll update you tomorrow. 
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF verse: Gwil and Ben stay the night and in the morning, Gwil and 
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Rami wake up to their two subs going at it like rabbits, just all over each other.

Rami slowly blinks his eyes open, yawning as he vaguely registers movement to his right. He 
stretches a little, grinning when he notices Ben and Joe in an intimate embrace, moaning as 
they kiss gently.
“Morning,” Rami chuckles, leaning over to kiss his sub’s cheek. “Having fun already?”
“Mm,” Joe sighs, his eyes fluttering as Ben mouths at his neck.
Gwil is already awake and is lying on the other side of the two subs, propped up on an elbow 
as he watches them hungrily.
“Morning, Rami.” Gwil licks his lips as he hands Ben a condom and a bottle of lube. “You’re 
just in time for the show.”
Ben grins at Rami as he holds Joe close. “May I fuck your sub, sir?”
“You may,” Rami chuckles, making himself a little more comfortable. “I think I’m going to 
enjoy this.”
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Anonymous asked:
Somotf: can you write about Ben and rog taking a bubble bath together? I live 
for bubble baths ?

Rog and Ben get into the habit of taking bubble baths together after Roger casually mentions 
he does it with John quite a lot, and suggests it as a way to help Ben relax a little. Ben really 
does find it relaxing- the warm water is really good for his aching muscles, and he loves 
being able to spend some time alone together just talking. It’s nice to be able to talk so openly
with Roger about Gwil too, and Ben soon realises that there are a lot of parallels between 
Brian and Roger’s relationship and his own…
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Anonymous asked:
Is Adam a dom or a sub in the ibtyf/somotf verse? How does his status affect 
his relationship with maylor on tour?
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A Dom. Adam doesn’t treat people any differently because of their status and he certainly 
doesn’t expect Roger to kneel before him or anything like that. The press have a bit of a field 
day about how inappropriate it is for a sub to tour with two Doms, but Rog and Bri insist that 
Adam is the only one who can take on the role.
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Anonymous asked:
Omfg imagine Brian wearing his clogs while he casually roughs craig up a bit

LOL you don’t mess with a Dom in clogs
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Hey do you know that your fic isn't showing up in the AO3's fandom tags? I 
knew you updated cuz you also post on Tumblr but if you go through the AO3's
fandom tags your fic update isn't there? So weird!!!

Oh really??
Has anyone else experienced this before and able to advise??
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Anonymous asked:
I want dom!bri to adopt me
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Me too ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
My three favorite fics updated within the same day and I have no idea how to 
cope with being this #blessed (also the massive amount of feels. As everyone 
else has mentioned Bri was the Daddiest in this chapter, and I need you to know
how much I appreciate that)

Bless you, glad you enjoyed it!!
standing on my own two feet
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mcu-ask-blog asked:
I WAS SINGING AOBTD W JOE WHILE READING AND IT EAS 
HONESTLY STUPID HOW I PAUSED W HIM TOO good chapter 10/10 love 
brian

? ﾘ゚ﾉ? thanks pal, glad you enjoyed it!
standing on my own two feet
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jessahmewren asked:
The latest chapter was wonderful and obviously hot, but Brian slamming Craig 
up against that wall was next level Dom perfection. Plus the little disapproving 
look he gave Roger and John...just, yes. I wouldnt be opposed to a Brian+subs 
scene in this 'verse. I love the air of authority he seems to carry and it came 
across especially in this chapter.
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Thank you so much! Brian is the Daddy of all Doms. I’ve got a whole fic planned for this 
verse which will focus on Brian’s relationship with Roger and John after Freddie’s death. 
They’re a sweet little trio and Bri takes good care of his subs.
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Anonymous asked:
BITCH IF ANYONE CALLS JOHN A WHORE!

We’re all channeling our protective Dom Brian here ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
"I'll never be able to listen to AOBTD in the same way!" No one will be. 
DAMN!

You’re welcome ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
"That’s my Dom!" ?ﾟﾘﾂ?  ﾟﾑﾌ love it

It felt like a very Roger thing to say ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
YEEEEEE “that’s my Dom!” INDEED! GO BRIAN!! Wonderful chapter, as 
usual ?ﾟﾒﾕ

Thanks friend  ?
standing on my own two feet
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When Craig called John a whore

****

I know right, anon? ?

standing on my own two feet submission
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Anonymous asked:
I've been checking all day to see if you uploaded and I'm so glad you finally did
Oh man, Brian being protective and defensive was exactly what we needed So 
glad we got Craig gone. Rami and Joe finally getting together. It was so good. 
I'm so happy we got this new chapter, it was great. The only bad part is now I 
have to wait a week for the next one.
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Thanks pal! Really glad you enjoyed it ?
Craig may be gone for now, but we’ve still got two chapters left…
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deakysgurl asked:
The latest chapter man...I'll never be able to listen to AOBTD in the same way! 
This was glorious, the smut and Craig getting his arse kicked....you rock!

Thanks hun! Really glad you enjoyed it ?
standing on my own two feet
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Chapter Five
Here we go folks:

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/45992047

We’ve reached the smut now ?
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Anonymous asked:
? ﾑ゚ﾀ?ﾟﾑﾀ

It’s coming very shortly…
standing on my own two feet
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Hold tight….
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SOMOTF Update
Hope everyone is having an amazing weekend ? I was hoping for a nice relaxing weekend but it’s 

turned out to be a little more draining than I was anticipating (damn you, social anxiety!)

Just wanted to update you on the next chapter of SOMOTF- I’ve *almost* finished it, which means 

there’s a chance it could be up tomorrow (Sunday), or if I can’t quite finish it on time it’ll be 

Monday.

This week:

• Brian deals with Craig’s shit

• Rami and Joe get it on

standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Well now ya just made me do it. SOMOTF verse where Rami wants to ~thank~
John for helping him and Joe and reward Joe and invites John to join them? 
And John is flattered because he can hardly believe the handsome young dom 
still wants him so he's quite determined to be very good for them. Joe just 
thinks it's amazingly hot.

“For real?” Joe asks, his breath catching in his throat a little. “Are you kidding me? Is this 
actually happening?”
John is sitting on their hotel bed, smiling shyly at them.
“It’s for real,” Rami laughs, kissing Joe’s cheek. “A reward for you, baby, to celebrate the end
of filming. And a reward for John, for all the support he has given us.”
“Brian agreed to this?”
“Brian thought it was a great idea. I didn’t need to convince him to give me permission at all 
to invite John into my bed.”
Joe excitedly bounds over to John, taking a seat next to him and pulling him into a hug. “Hi!”
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“Hello,” John chuckles, kissing Joe’s cheek. “I hope you don’t mind me intruding.”
“You could never intrude,” Joe says happily. “It’s so great that you’re here.” He turns to Rami
eagerly. “What should we do first, Master?”
Rami smiles warmly at the two subs. “Why don’t the two of you start by getting undressed 
and having a little fun on your own? Warm each other up a bit? And I’ll just sit here and 
watch.”
The Dom pulls an armchair up to the side of the bed and makes himself comfortable, grinning
as Joe and John start to make out. He unbuckles his jeans but doesn’t undress himself fully, 
taking hold of his cock as the subs start to strip.
“You’re lovely, John,” Rami praises when the older sub is eventually naked. “It’s easy to see 
why you were once described as one of the great beauties of the music industry.”
John blushes. “Thank you, sir.” He looks down at himself shyly. “I did wonder whether you 
might change your mind after seeing me without clothes.”
Rami moves his hand to show John his erection. “This is what you’re doing to me already, 
John. Don’t ever worry about how desirable you are. You can easily make a young Dom 
hard.”
Joe kisses the older sub gently. “You’re so beautiful.”
Rami is so turned on watching the two of them together that arousal fogs his brain and his 
Dominant side takes over.
“Suck each other’s cocks,” Rami orders, smiling when the subs shiver in response.
Watching Joe and John scramble into a 69 position has to be one of the hottest things he’s 
ever seen. He strokes himself as the subs gently suck each other, and he can’t help but 
chuckle at Joe’s eagerness and enthusiasm. John works Joe’s cock with practised skill, and for
a moment Rami half considers ordering John to suck his own cock.
Instead, he throws a bottle of lube onto the bed.
“Finger each other,” he says softly. “Get each other ready for my dick.”
When the subs pull off each other and sit up, Rami cups Joe’s face and kisses him. “So proud 
of you, baby. Taking such good care of John.”
Rami then turns to John, and brushes their lips together. “You’re doing so well, John. I’m 
gonna tell Brian how wonderful you’ve been tonight. But first, I’m gonna fuck you so good 
that you’re gonna be completely boneless. How does that sound?”
John smiles. “That sounds amazing.”
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Anonymous asked:
Hey, I absolutely loved the new chapter!!!!! I can’t wait for Chapter Five. Do 
you expect to have it up next Tuesday? (Please don’t feel pressured if not! 
Every update is ? ? ?, but your mental health comes first)

Thank you so much! That’s very kind. I’m not sure of the exact day I’ll be posting Chapter 
Five at the moment so I can’t be more specific than it’ll be published “in the next few days”. 
As soon as I know I’ll let you know though! I’m about half way through writing it.
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Anonymous asked:
Ibtyf/somotf: since bri loves taking pictures I'd feel like rog would definitely be
his muse. There'd even be naked photos of him just for the two of them to see. 
All in various ages (bri has loved photography for ages after all) and I think rog
would actually be super proud of them since bri never made him feel self 
conscious and would show them to Ben when the borhap cast visits house of 
maylor

Love it! Bri builds up quite a collection of naked photos of Rog over the years. They’re not 
even dirty photos- just intimate photos of Roger looking relaxed and happy and loved. So 
Ben actually thinks they’re really sweet when Roger shows them to him, and he thinks it’s so 
lovely that there a photos of Roger right from his early twenties until the present day 
(although he does accidentally come across one dirty photo of a young Roger and John in a 
very intimate position…)
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Anonymous asked:
Maybe it’s just me but I can feel a "certain" tension between Rami and John in 
SOMOTF

To some extent there is a little sexual tension between Rami and John before Rami confesses 
his feelings for Joe. John can’t help but notice the uncanny similarities between Rami and 
Freddie, and Rami (like most Doms) thinks John is very beautiful.
But Joe is definitely the one Rami is interested in, and although Rami has certainly thought 
about John in a romantic light, it’s never been too serious and his protectiveness of John 
mainly stems from the close friendship he’s built with the sub.
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Anonymous asked:
Hi! I've just read your IBTYF fic and all existing parts of SOMOTF. I didn't 
want to read it before because I have never liked all this dominance theme. But 
after i had read all asks about this universe I decided to read the actual fic and I 
want to thank you. I still don't like the theme but i liked very much your 
portrayal of the characters. all of them are in character but also adequate to the 
universe. And i like the universe dynamics,that it changes through the years like
the actual society

Thanks pal! I know exactly what you mean and other people have said similar things about 
the whole Dom/sub trope- I myself am actually not a huge fan of Dom/sub fics, but I wanted 
to try something a little different. I’m glad you enjoyed it though!
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Anonymous asked:
Sometimes I just think about the post where you and an anon described older 
Rog in SOMOTF as “the ultimate sub daddy” and how that phrase is something
I never would’ve imagined going together as a unit, but I love it and it makes 
me chuckle (also it’s accurate for your fic!).

Rog is most definitely the ultimate sub daddy in SOMOTF ;) he’s even more mouthy and 
confident than he was in IBTYF and a very comforting figure for the younger subs.
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Anonymous asked:
About the Joe/Ben action in front of Gwil and Rami. Roger maybe give some 
advice to the younger subs about this spicy and hot scene? Uh?

Roger (and John) may be on hand to give the two younger subs some tips on what might 
drive their Doms wild ?
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deep-dark-purple asked:
Are we going to get some Joe/Ben action like the Joger action we get? Because 
yes please. I can imagine that they have to instigate it since Gwil and Rami 
wouldn’t want to push their subs that way since they consider it an antiquated 
request. But Joe and Ben are inspired by a story from John and Roger getting it 
on.

Yes- there will definitely be Joe/Ben action in a similar style to the Joger action in IBTYF 
(with the Doms’ encouragement). We haven’t had any smut yet but I promise you the good 
stuff is coming!
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Anonymous asked:
Please have Brian kick Criag's ass I actually YELLED to my laptop screen 
reading last chapter I was furious!!!!!!!! Can't wait to see protective Dom!Brian
in action!!!!

We’ll definitely see protective Dom!Brian in the next chapter! He will deal with Craig a bit 
differently to Rami- no less protective or effective, but a little less physically aggressive. 
Brian is a more experienced Dom than Rami who has dealt with people like this all his life, so
he’s a bit more comfortable at using other means to protect his subs- a bit more calm and 
collected, but probably more terrifying to Craig because he’s got a bit more power than Rami.

Also, a bit random but I totally hc that Brian’s affectionate nicknames for Roger and John at 
this point are “my oldest Queen” and “my youngest Queen” respectively (which Roger hates).
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Anonymous asked:
I’m very excited to read more protective Dom Brian, you portray him so 
beautifully it makes me a little hot under the collar!

Thanks pal! Next chapter we will definitely get some serious protective Dom Brian…
We’ve had Rami vs Craig, now it’s nearly time for Brian vs Craig.
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deakysgurl asked:
Craig is an absolute bell end, he needs throwing off a cliff!

In the next chapter he’ll face a worse fate- the wrath of Brian!!!
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Chapter 4 made me fEEL THINGS wow you’re such a talented writer, thank 
you so much for all you do, I hope you know how appreciated you are ? ﾥﾰ✨ﾟ

Aww thank you so much honey  I’ve only had about twelve hours sleep over the last five days
so I’m just glad it’s coherent and makes sense!! Glad you enjoyed it ?
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Anonymous asked:
The image of sweet, tiny Rami just DECKING Craig was BEAUTIFUL
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It was probably my favourite moment to write in the whole chapter ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
YES RAMI, RELEASE THE RAGE!

?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
? That last chapter tho ? I just beamed and blushed the whole way through it. 
Craig can fuck a cactus, but Rami and Gwil are dreamy. And that ?!!!

Aw, glad you enjoyed it!!! 
standing on my own two feet
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pastywhiteperson asked:
Ahhh mazlek is beginning:))))

We’ll get to the smut in the next chapter ?
standing on my own two feet
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Chapter 4
Thanks again for your patience with this slightly delayed chapter! As always, would love to hear 

your thoughts, comments, questions etc ?

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/45819505

standing on my own two feet
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TODAY!!
In this week’s chapter:

• Craig is yet again a gigantic ass

• Protective John

• Rami loses his shit

• New relationships blossom

standing on my own two feet
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TOMORROW
So sorry for the delay this week and thank you for your patience! The next chapter will be up 

tomorrow ?￢ﾝ

standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Thinking about after SOMOTF where after filming, Joe and Ben decide to 
spend sub time taking a bath together. They get the idea from Rog & John and 
think it sounds like a perfect way to spend time together and relax after a long 
day of filming.
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Roger casually mentions it to Ben one day when Ben is asking questions to help him get into 
character, and Ben thinks it sounds like a really nice idea. When he suggests it to Joe, the 
older sub immediately agrees that it sounds great. Their first bath together is incredibly 
relaxing- they go all out with bubbles and champagne and just spend some time unwinding 
together in a Dom-free environment.
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Anonymous asked:
Just read the third chapter and Craig can kiss a CACTUS! ? ﾤﾬ ﾟ but if I hate 
him this much, it’s means you’re doing a really wonderful job, dearest!!  hope 
you feel better

Aw thank you so much! If you think Craig is an ass now…wait until the next chapter!  and 
thanks, I am feeling a bit better- still in need of more sleep though

standing on my own two feet
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SOMOTF Update
Hello everyone, hope you’re all having a lovely weekend!

Just wanted to let you know that there is going to be a slight delay with this week’s chapter of 

SOMOTF. As you know I’ve been a bit burnt out this week so I haven’t quite been able to finish it 

in time for tomorrow. I’ll keep you updated, but I’m hoping to publish on Tuesday.

As always, thank you so much for your patience 
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Anonymous asked:
You said Doms don't really have a need for physical affection, at least not in the
same way Subs do. The Bo Rhap boys are pretty comfortable with each other 
though, so maybe Rami and Gwil have "Dom time" where they can kick back 
on the sofa with their arms around each other and not have to worry about 
being strong enough for anyone else

I think Rami and Gwil would have a bit of Dom time together, although it’s still kind of a 
stigmatised thing for Doms to seek out affection from each other and share their feelings with
each other in the way that subs do. But Rami and Gwil are close enough that they can hang 
out and have a cuddle and talk about how heartbreakingly in love they are with the gorgeous 
subs on set.

i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
WHATS THE STORY WITH ROGER AND JOHN AND THE VIBRATORS 
IN CH 3

I was waiting for someone to ask ?

Basically, just after IBTYF, Fred and Bri have to go away for a couple of weeks, so they buy 
their subs vibrators to play with while they’re away. Roger and John have fucked in front of 
them before, but the Doms prefer their subs not to have penetrative sex when they’re not 
around. But they want their subs to still have fun together and they think the vibrators will be 
a good way to keep them satisfied. So Rog and John have a fun couple of weeks in the flat on 
their own, cuddling and kissing and watching each other fuck themselves with their new toys.
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Anonymous asked:
I love everything about the newest chapter - the pining, the insecurity, the 
Harlee, the Brain being chivalrous and Daddy AF
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Thank you so much!! There’ll be a little more pining and insecurity before we get to the 
Mazlek goodness! And there will definitely be more Harlee and Daddy Brian…
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Anonymous asked:
The update was so beautiful!!! John rami and Joe practicing! The sexual 
tension! Rog and Ben talking about how hot bri and gwil are! Sub time! 
CHIVALROUS BRIAN! PROTECTIVE RAMI! Omfg I can't get over how 
well rami protected Joe's and especially rog and John's honor like that I just 
ughh if he were my son I'd be so proud ? ﾭﾟﾘ

Thank you so much- really glad you enjoyed it!!

Rami is a real sweetheart in this. This won’t be the last time he has to defend 
Joe’s/John’s/Roger’s honour….

And Ben and Rog stan Gwil and Brian so hard 
standing on my own two feet
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miez-lakatz asked:
Ben and Rog talking about sharing their Brians and Rog and Deaky are the 
biggest shippers, soooo cute ?  ﾟﾘﾍ But now I‘m sad that we have to wait 
another week 

Glad you enjoyed it!! Believe me, I’m sad it’ll be a week before I’m able to share the next 
chapter, but we’re about to get to the good stuff!!
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Anonymous asked:
I’m curious, in SOMOTF when filming the nude scenes, do the cameras film 
Joe and Ben’s whole bodies, or just waist up? Loving the story btw!

Thanks pal!
The cameras do film Joe and Ben’s whole bodies, but it’s shot tastefully so that there’s no full
frontal nudity. Even where there’s no full frontal nudity though, sub actors are generally 
expected to be naked on set for nude scenes.
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Anonymous asked:
IM... LIVING FOR OLD DOM BRIAN SKAJDKA please give us smth of him
w joe, or w ben, or both,,, please

Don’t worry, we’ve got more protective old Dom Brian on the way!!
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Anonymous asked:
*cackling* I'm all for Roger and Ben bragging about how awesome their 
"Brians" are.

Hehe they love their Brians ? Bri and Gwil are absolute sweethearts
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Imma come @ craig w my grandma's sword

He’s a nasty piece of work…
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Everyone wanting to beat up Craig, makes me think of that line from the first 
Avengers movie from Hawkeye... "Get In Line"

The Craig hate is strong…but he’s not done being an asshole yet…
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Hey Craig, CATCH THESE HANDS!

Lol I think there are a lot of people who wanna gang up on Craig right now…
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Love is in the air! I'm honestly giggling seeing romance start to blossom 
between Rami & Joe and Gwil & Ben. Seeing Joe and Ben clinging on Brian 
warms my heart. Thank you for another beautiful chapter dear. <3
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Aw thanks friend! The romance is definitely blossoming! ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Craig can meet me out in the parking lot for a round of fisticuffs. No one talks 
about Roger and Deaks that way and gets away with it

Brace yourself- Craig’s only just getting warmed up…
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Even if we haven't seen all that much of him, Old Bri...... I love him so much I 
wanna cry

Brian hasn’t really played that much of a role in this fic so far but he definitely will later. But 
I’m glad you can see the boys’ adoration for him and his affect on others is already coming 
across.
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Anonymous asked:
YO BRIAN NEEDS TO KICK CRAIG'S ASS RIGHT THE FUCK NOW 
HOLY SHIT BRIAN COME ON GET BACK ON SET!!!!!!!!! Wow I really 
like the interaction between Brian and Ben and Joe isn't Brian just dreamyyyyy 
MY HEART'S FLUTTERING
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There is definitely gonna be some ass kicking…but not just yet ;)
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Ahhh the new chapter is amazing!!! The sub time was so sweet. I want to 
smack craig

Thanks pal! More to come soon…
standing on my own two feet
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Chapter 3
Thanks again for your patience and all your kind comments so far! Chapter 3 is now up:

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/45509836

As always, happy to take questions from the floor…

standing on my own two feet i belong to you forever
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Anonymous asked:
I am literally refreshing Tumblr and AO3 every ten minutes waiting for the 
update AHHHHHHH

It’s coming very shortly! Hang tight ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
I’M NOT READY

?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
I am so ready

Soon…
standing on my own two feet
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Today…
Who’s ready for the new chapter?
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Anonymous asked:
Maybe since Brian has always been honest about the depression he especially 
suffered after Freddie died, maybe in the IBTYF/SOMOTF!au he did the same 
thing and was shocked at the backlash he got considering he was pretty certain 
society had lightened up on dom/sub traditions by then. I feel like he'd take a 
stance on dom mental health and that it's okay to not be strong and powerful all 
the time. Maybe he also shares how his own sub rog would help him thru that 
time as much as he helped R&J
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100% agree! Brian is a big advocate for Dom mental health. Doms are still stigmatised for 
talking about their feelings- they’re expected to be strong all the time and care for themselves 
AND their subs, which can be very emotionally draining. When Freddie dies, a lot of 
responsibility suddenly falls on Brian in addition to him having to deal with the loss of his 
friend. A few years down the line he very openly talks about his depression and how hard it 
was for him, but the brilliant support he had from Roger (and John), who reassured him that 
it’s ok not to be in control all the time. He wants all Doms to be able to feel like they can talk 
about their feelings, because that’s the main thing that helped him, and having people who are
so understanding to support him.

i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet
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Happy Weekend!
Another week has flown by…I’m seriously ready for a couple of days of doing nothing! Hope 

you’ve all had a good week and have something to look forward to this weekend.

Sorry I’ve been a bit slow with responding to asks today- I’m just trying to finalise this weeks’s 

chapter of Standing On My Own Two Feet, but I’ll be back on it tomorrow!

In the meantime, a preview of this week’s chapter:

• Rami and Joe rehearse for their first onscreen kiss (with a bit of help from John)

• Joe’s catching feelings

• Joe and Ben prepare for their first nude scene

• Roger/John/Joe/Ben sub time

• Craig still being an ass

We’ll see you on Sunday…
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Anonymous asked:
SOMOTF au where John falls in love with Joe and Rami! Rami is ecstatic for 2
amazing subs, John is like, how is this my life, and Joe is so happy to be with a 
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dom and a sub that care for him so much.

Interesting idea ;) Without giving away too many spoilers, there is a Rami/John moment in 
this week’s chapter (I wouldn’t really call it a love triangle but Joe is there and is definitely a 
little jealous).

I think this is really interesting though! Rami would definitely be so happy to have two subs 
who are so incredibly lovely. Joe has a really special bond with John so he’d be really happy 
to have the older sub as part of their relationship. And John would be a bit self conscious, 
wondering why on Earth this gorgeous young couple would want him, but of course Rami 
and Joe would do everything they can to show the older sub how much he’s loved.
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mcu-ask-blog asked:
ITS GONNA BE WEEKEEEEEEENNNNDDD BEEN WAITING ALL WEEK

Hope you’re looking forward to the next chapter ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Is John going to be rami and joe's matchmaker??

He might give Joe a bit of advice, sub to sub ?
mazlek standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Oh god so you know how you said subs have to have a designated dom to 
handle their affairs for them? What if Joe's dom was his dad bc he was never 
formally claimed and his dad was the dom he trusted most in his life. After his 
dad passes away, Joe starts getting offers from creepy doms just like John did. 
They only want him bc they can say their sub played one of the most beautiful 
and famous subs ever. istg if old ray foster comes out his hole to harass Joe, 
Roger might just commit murder

I can confirm that Joe’s nominated Dom is his dad at the time of SOMOTF (his dad is still 
alive at this point). He’s incredibly close to his dad, who’s always encouraged Joe to follow 
his dreams and be an actor.

When Joe’s dad passes away, he’s absolutely devastated. He does start getting a lot of direct 
offers from Doms (which his dad had previously shielded him from). Eventually Joe’s brother
offers to step in as his nominated Dom for the time being.

i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet
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deakysgurl asked:
Would you be prepared to write something about how Freddie passed in the 
IBTYF/SOMTF universe? What happened to him, was it sudden or drawn out 
and how it immediately affected John?

WARNING: mentions of terminal illness, death, angst

*****

So it’s briefly mentioned that Freddie dies of cancer in SOMOTF. It is fairly drawn out- he’s 
diagnosed nearly two years before he passes, and tries a number of treatments. John is 
absolutely devastated, but he admires the brave face his Dom puts on for their children. As 
Freddie becomes more ill, John has to support the children more as well as care for his Dom. 
He tries to prepare himself emotionally for what he knows is coming, but when it happens 
he’s still completely heartbroken.

If John didn’t have Roger and Brian, he doesn’t know what he’d do. He’s so grateful to have 
the support- when he moves in with them he’s such an emotional wreck that he desperately 
needs the help with looking after the kids. At first John keeps his distance from Brian and 
Roger, but soon he starts to seek out their comfort- particularly from Roger, who’s always 
been good at calming him down with some quality sub time.
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i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet tw death tw terminal illness
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darb6226-deactivated20191223 asked:
Would you ever think about doing a snippet between Freddie's death and the 
filming of borhap for somotf and ibtyf? Like John getting use to living with 
maylor, punishments and rewards for the subs, communication?

I would like to do it as a proper fic. I’m planning on doing the dark verse as Part 3 of the 
IBTYF series, and I’d quite like Part 4 to be a fic set between Freddie’s death and SOMOTF. 
Part 5 I’m considering setting between IBTYF and Freddie’s death (so focussing more on 
Deacury and Maylor starting their families just as Queen is really taking off). As you can see, 
I’m not really dealing with this in chronological order.

Parts 4 and 5 are likely to be a little way off yet, as my next fic after SOMOTF will be 
TTIKIFR 2, and then I’m planning on doing either IBTYF dark verse or the arranged 
marriage fic.

In the meantime, I’ll try to keep posting some deleted scenes on this blog!
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Anonymous asked:
After thid chapter im totally craving a bit of Joe x Brian. Actually, Joe x 
Bri/Rog/John, like, they are all amazed by this beautiful, unclaimed young 
submissive... ?

Although there’s not gonna be any explicit Queen/BoRhap crossover relationships in this fic, 
I can confirm that Bri was totally checking Joe out in this chapter (and Ben ofc). And we 
know Joe has a bit of a crush on Bri.
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Anonymous asked:
I was wondering if Freddie and Brian had their own Dom bonding time 
sometimes? Is it a thing among Doms? Also did they have their own private 
conversation regarding everything before Freddie passed away? It breaks my 
heart just to think about it because in every sense Freddie is Brian's friend, 
family, partner and in a way lover as well. QQQQQQQQ And he has to be extra
strong now to protect and carry on everything ahhhh

While Doms certainly like to spend quality time together, bonding isn’t quite as important 
between Doms as it is between subs. Because it can often be quite emotionally draining (and 
physically exhausting in some cases) for a sub to be around Doms, it’s really important for 
them to recharge their energy by having some downtime with other subs.

But Freddie and Brian are very close in the IBTYF universe, and they do tend to spend a lot 
of time alone together simply because Rog and John have a fair bit of sub time together.

And yes, they did have a private conversation before Freddie passed away. Freddie basically 
made Brian swear that he would take care of John- in particular by protecting him from other 
Doms who might want to claim him when he’s in a very emotionally vulnerable state. So it is 
really hard on Brian when he loses Fred- he always saw Freddie as someone he could go to 
advice for about Dom “things”. Things he wouldn’t be able to talk to Roger about. And now 
he has two subs to care for all on his own…
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Anonymous asked:
I almost feel bad for Craig cuz he'll certainly be facing the wrath of Brian, 
Rami and Gwilym three Doms teaming up against him LOL no wait I'm not 
sorry at all CAN'T WAIT TO SEE HIS RETRIBUTION. *manic laughter*

Yeah, definitely don’t feel sorry for Craig. If you think he’s being an ass now…
But he will definitely be dealt with swiftly by some very angry Doms.
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Anonymous asked:
Hi hello first of all you're wonderful we love you a lot and second I have a 
question? Sorry if it's already explained before but could you explain or 
elaborate on the whole "legally under the care of" thing? So it can happen when
a Dom wills the Sub to another Dom yeah? But it's different from being 
claimed? I'm really interested in all the details :D

Aw thank you so much!! No don’t worry, happy to explain and it’s great people are taking an 
interest in these details!

So yes, being claimed by a Dom and being legally under the care of a Dom are two slightly 
different things. Claiming is almost exclusively linked to romantic partnerships, much like 
marriage. However, in this universe all subs need to have a nominated Dom who they can 
rely on who will help them navigate certain aspects of society. For example, at the time of 
IBTYF, subs can’t even legally be paid wages- they have to have a nominated Dom who can 
look after their money for them. Things aren’t quite as bad at the time of SOMOTF, but there 
are still certain things that subs would require a Dom’s help or permission to do.

For most subs, their nominated Dom will simply be the Dom who has claimed them. For 
unclaimed subs however, it will usually be a relative or close friend (for children and young 
adults, for example, it’s normally a Dom parent). If the sub is an adult and their nominated 
Dom is a friend, that Dom might also support the sub with dealing with their submissive 
urges (which Brian does with John).

So when Freddie dies, John isn’t claimed by Brian- Brian’s claimed sub is still Roger. Freddie
made Brian promise to take John under his care though and be his legally nominated Dom 
because Fred felt like Bri was the only Dom they could really trust. He was worried that there
might be some problem with John receiving his share of royalties to support their children, 
and having Brian there just makes things easier to deal with.

Hope that sort of makes it clearer?
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Anonymous asked:
I can feel the subtle sexual tension and attraction between Rami and Joe I 
seriously can't stop giggling. Awweee Rami your pining is showing hahahaha. 
Will we see more Ben and Joe sub bonding and more Gwilym/Ben? Really 
curious to see Harlee's interaction and love story as well. :D So excited to see 
how's this all gonna evolve into poly!!!
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Hehe those boys are falling for each other ? Glad you picked up on pining Rami. Joe certainly
finds Rami attractive at this point but hasn’t quite labelled his feelings yet.
Yes, there will definitely be some Ben/Joe sub bonding in the next chapter, as we’re coming 
up to the point where they need to film the nude scenes and will rely on each other heavily for
support. And yes, the Gwil/Ben relationship will become a bit more explicit later on, although
it will be more in the background.
And the poly stuff…well ?
I just wanna write the ending now because I’m so excited for how it will end, but there’s so 
much that will happen between now and then!
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Anonymous asked:
Sub time w/ rog, john, ben, and joe? YES PLEASE I can't wait for the update!! 
Also I'm am a grown ass lesbian who wants SOMOTF!brian to protect her ?

? lots of sub time on the way! And I think there’s a part of all of us that needs SOMOTF!brian
to protect us…
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Anonymous asked:
Wow, just WOW the way you write when Brian, Roger and John walks onto set
and everyone's kinda like swooning over them? THAT'S TOTALLY ME 
RIGHT THERE I'M DUMPING FUCK TONS OF KUDOS FOR YOU. And I 
hope Brian, Roger or John can kick Craig's ass first especially Brian because 
your Brian is just so damn SEXY I CAN'T?! You write him so well the aura the
confidence everything is just perfect I love you!!!

Aw thank you so much friend!!  Brian, Rog and John will definitely be involved when things 
with Craig get tough… Really pleased you liked the way I wrote Bri and the boys :) they’ll 
feature a lot more in future chapters…
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Anonymous asked:
Honestly I don’t think I can wait another whole week for an update like it’s 
actually killing me I need more? ﾭﾟﾘ

I’m eager to publish asap too! If I could write it faster I defo would, but so glad you’re 
enjoying it! ? thank you so much for reading 
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Anonymous asked:
OH MY GOD AHSSJFKJKWPDWLPX CHAPTER TWO IS AWESOME 
THANK YOU THANK YOU I'M A MESS RIGHT NOW

Thanks pal!!!! So glad you enjoyed it ?
standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Let me talk about old!sub Rog. Love him so much. He's already a cool daddy 
but in your universe he is THE cool sub daddy. I can picture him with all the 
charm, the "rockstar" look and the old style collar. Wah i'm so wet 
AHAHAHAH so lucky Bri. So fucking lucky to fuck him and love him...old!
sub Rog is precious... i know it's always a sub but he can kick all the dom ass if 
some punk touch his little subs! Over protective sub Rog ❤

Old!sub Rog has so much more confidence now in SOMOTF than he did in IBTYF (although
he was pretty feisty then). He is definitely THE sub daddy now. And you’ll definitely get to 
see him be super protective of his sub boys later in the fic…
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deakysgurl asked:
Chapter two is awesome!

Thanks honey! 
standing on my own two feet
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Chapter 2
Chapter 2 is up folks!

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/45279010#workskin

As always, would love to hear your thoughts and am happy to answer any questions ?
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Anonymous asked:
Do the queen boys act as wingmen/give advice to the borhap boys in 
SOMOTF?

Yes- the Queen boys are very much gonna play the role of mentors in this fic (which we’ll 
already start to see in today’s chapter). John in particular is going to be a very important 
source of support for Joe, and he will play a subtle wingman role later on in the fic.
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Anonymous asked:
I literally can't guess for my life who would be the villain in SOMOTF, because
in every headcanon we (myself included) send to you the antagonist is: 1-Ray 
Foster 2-Prenter 3-The making of Hot Space And that's it, pretty much.

The antagonist will be an original character. I did consider casting a certain real life person as 
the villain, but decided against it. The villain will be *very* loosely based on that person 
though.
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Happy Sunday!
Wishing you all a relaxing day (or hoping you have something nice to look forward to if you’re 

working!)

Today on Standing On My Own Two Feet:

• Filming of BoRhap begins

• The boys meet Queen

• The first spark of the Mazlek romance is lit

• John and Joe start to bond

• Our villain is introduced…
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TOMORROW
standing on my own two feet chapter 2
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Anonymous asked:
Would there ever be a reason for a dom to need aftercare (reference to 
ibtyf/somotf!AU)

Good question, and yes (although it’s not common). Sometimes play can be so intense that a 
Dom might need aftercare- particularly if the Dom is doing something that they’re a little less
comfortable with but their sub has requested it. Brian needs aftercare one time when Roger 
asks him to choke him, and although it’s very safe and Rog loves it, Bri needs some time to 
calm down afterwards, and Roger is really good at taking care of him.
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Anonymous asked:
Awwww I love the deleted scene what a good insight into how they are all 
feeling

Thanks friend! I’ll probably keep doing some short deleted scenes in this verse, especially as 
there’s been such a time jump between IBTYF and SOMOTF, plus SOMOTF will be told 
from Joe’s POV
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Anonymous asked:
You mentioned that Freddie and John have children in IBTYF. Where are they 
and how old are they when Freddie passes? Do they stay with John with Brian 
and Roger? And Rog and Brian’s kids?

Freddie and John’s kids (and Brian and Roger’s) are born sometime in the late 70s/early 80s. 
So by the time Freddie passes, they’re pretty much still preteens.
Freddie and John’s children stay with John when he goes to live with Brian and Roger. 
They’re close with Brian and Rog’s kids anyway, but they basically become like siblings 
when they all live together.
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The kids won’t really appear in SOMOTF though, as at this point in the timeline they’re all 
adults and are off doing their own thing and raising their own families.
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Standing On My Own Two Feet- Deleted Scene
WARNING: mentions of character death

*****

November, 1991

Brian sighs the minute the front door closes behind him.

It’s good to be home.

The air outside had felt too thick, too suffocating. He feels as though every ounce of energy has 

been drained from him; all the emotional strength he’d built up in preparation from today was gone.

But he knows he has to be strong for just a little longer, and not just for his own sake.

Brian is jolted from his thoughts when he feels a gentle hand on his arm.

Roger removes his sunglasses, smiling up at his Dom with blue eyes so beautiful that they still take 

Brian’s breath away, even after twenty years.

“Shall I make some tea?” Roger asks softly. “To warm us all up a bit?”

Brian glances to his other side, where John is standing in silence, his face still covered by his 

mourning veil. He’s barely said a word since they’d left the church.

“I think that’s a good idea, Rog.” Brian kisses his sub’s cheek, and caresses the skin above the 

younger man’s collar. “I’m chilled to the bone.”

Roger glances worriedly at John, before giving Brian a nervous smile and disappearing to the 

kitchen.
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Brian takes a deep breath, and turns to John. “Are you feeling a bit warmer now?”

The sub tilts his head slightly. “A little. I suppose.” His voice is still a little shaky.

Brian smiles reassuringly. “You’ve done brilliantly today, John. Rog and I are so proud of you. 

Freddie would be too.”

John’s shoulders drop.

Brian tries his best not to let his smile crack as he reaches out to gently take hold of John’s veil. “I 

don’t think there’s any need for this now, eh? Now we’re in private.”

He lifts John’s veil from his face, pushing it back over the sub’s head. His heart breaks when he sees

the tears on John’s cheeks, but still he doesn’t allow his smile to falter.

“There we go,” Brian says gently. “Now we can see your lovely face. Much better.” He brushes 

John’s tears away with the pads of his thumbs. “How are you feeling?”

John shrugs, looking up at Brian with eyes wet with unshed tears. “Like the love of my life is dead.”

The pain in the sub’s voice goes straight through Brian’s heart like a harpoon. He pulls John close, 

taking the younger man in his arms in some attempt to comfort him.

“I’m gonna take care of you,” Brian says softly. “It’s gonna be painful, but we’ll all be here for each

other.” He gives John a kiss on the cheek. “We’ve got a room ready for you upstairs. I know how 

hard it must be to have to settle into a new home with…all this going on. So if you need anything at

all, you just let us know.”

John nods and gives a shaky smile. “Thanks, Bri. I know Freddie asked you to do this, but I don’t 

want to be a burden-“

“Hey,” Brian says immediately. “You could never be a burden. Even if Freddie hadn’t asked me, I 



still would have offered you this.”

“And I really am grateful.” John takes the Dom’s hand in his own and squeezes. “Thank you for 

everything you’ve done.”

Brian tries not to think about all the Doms he’d had to firmly steer John away from today- all the 

record executives and powerful figures in the music industry who’d attempted to offer to claim John

right there next to Freddie’s coffin. It made Brian want to be sick.

Roger appears from the kitchen, with a much more convincing fake smile on his face. “There he is! 

You look a lot more beautiful without that thing on your face, Deaks. I tell you, at Brian’s funeral I 

won’t be wearing any of that traditional mourning sub crap, and everyone can just deal with it and 

hate me when I turn up in leather and leopard print.”

John laughs at that; the first genuine laugh Brian has heard from him in a week.

“So,” Brian says, smiling gratefully at Roger, “I was thinking that to help John settle in, perhaps the

two of you could share a room for a little while?”

“I wouldn’t want to take your sub away from you,” John says quickly, despite looking pleased at the

idea.

“Nonsense. Rog won’t mind and neither will I. Isn’t that right, Rog?”

Roger smiles. “It’ll be fun, Deaks. Like when we used to live together and we’d share a room to get 

away from the Doms sometimes.”

John gives Roger a small smile. “I don’t mind sleeping with both of you, if that makes things 

easier?” His smile falters when he realises what he’s said. “As in, in the same room-“

“Of course,” Brian says gently, squeezing John’s hand. “But for now I think it’s best if you just 

share a room with Rog. At least for the first few weeks. I’m not sure if it would be, 

er, appropriate for you and I to share a bed immediately.”



Brian knows that if Freddie were here, he’d think nothing of it, but he still finds the thought of 

sharing a bed with his late best friend’s sub so soon after his funeral a little disrespectful.

John nods, his face dropping a little. “Yes. Of course.”

“In a few weeks though,” Brian promises. “And I hope you already know this, but don’t for a 

second think you’ll have to do anything sexual with me. Ever. I know it’s…customary, but this 

arrangement comes with no strings attached.”

“I know,” John says softly with a grateful smile, eyes shining.

“He’s lying,” Roger says playfully, elbowing John. “He’ll be feeling you up at breakfast tomorrow, 

trust me.”

John laughs, but Brian shoots Roger a warning look.

“Oi!” Brian chuckles. “Cheeky thing. You’ll get a punishment for that later. Now, why don’t you 

give John some tea, then take him upstairs and help him out of this gear? Get him into something 

more comfortable?”

“Yes, Master.” Roger pokes his tongue out. “We can have a bath too if you like, John? Just like the 

old days.”

“Sounds lovely,” John says with a tired smile, allowing Roger to take his hand and guide him to the 

kitchen.

Brian sighs, feeling a headache building beneath his temples, and is just about to go and splash 

some water on his face when Roger reappears holding a bouquet of flowers.

“These arrived this morning,” Roger says quietly. “John hasn’t seen them. I wasn’t sure what to do 

with them.”



Brian frowns as he takes the flowers from his sub, squinting as he reads the elegant card attached to 

the beautiful box.

Dear John,

Sending you my deepest condolences at this sad time. It would be lovely to hear from you again- 

please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you need anything.

With best wishes,

Ray Foster

Brian swallows and hands the bouquet back to Roger. “Throw them away. Don’t show them to 

John.”

Roger nods, and pushes himself onto his toes to kiss his Dom’s cheek. “I know how difficult today 

must have been for you. Being strong for yourself and for two subs must be draining. But you know

we’re here for you just as much as you’re here for us, right?”

Brian smiles tiredly. “Right.”

“Love you, Bri.”

“Love you too, Rog.”
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Anonymous asked:
What about Lucy in SOMOTF? Is she gonna appear? I think we didnt get Mary
mentioned in IBTYF but I can't tell if I just forgot or something akdjsj. I love 
me some Lucy:(
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Mary isn’t mentioned in IBTYF, but my hc is that although she and Freddie are never a 
couple in that universe, they’re still very close friends. So Lucy still appears in BoRhap in 
SOMOTF (although Mary isn’t quite as prominent in the story).
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Anonymous asked:
TBH I wasn't ready for Freddie to still die in the sequel I thought he's gonna be 
alive my heart AHHHHHHHH why do you hurt me so you write so good I still 
can't quit you

It was a difficult choice- I thought really long and hard about whether Freddie would still be 
alive in SOMOTF. But I really wanted to explore the impact of his death on the boys in this 
universe, even though it killed me to write it!
Thanks for reading and prepare yourself for more angst (but a happy ending, I promise!)
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Thanks to everyone who’s read and commented on the first chapter of Standing On My Own Two 

Feet so far!

I’ve got a little bonus “deleted scene” to share with you later, exclusive to my lovely followers on 

this blog 
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Anonymous asked:
I just read STOMOTF and it's so good already! Also, I was thinking about the 
naked photoshoot Queen did in the 70s and I couldn't help imagine that in the 
IBTYF universe Roger and John were originally the only ones who were 
supposed to get naked for that shoot but Brian and Freddie decided to get naked
too in an act of solidarity or something which would caused like outrage
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Yay! So glad you enjoyed it! More to come soon! ?
Ahh someone else mentioned the naked photo shoot too and I really love this hc! It was 
originally conceived as a PR stunt- a couple of naked subs would likely drive up record sales 
with Doms, but Bri and Freddie can see how uncomfortable it makes Rog and John so they 
suggest they do something a bit daring and all do a naked photo shoot. Which actually ends 
up driving up record sales with subs…

standing on my own two feet i belong to you forever
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Anonymous asked:
So in the IBTYF and SOMOTF worlds are all children treated the same? Or is 
it like a you know Dom children are treated differently than sub children sort of
thing?

At the time of SOMOTF, times have changed a bit so kids mostly grow up being treated the 
same. At the time of IBTYF however, it would be unusual for sub children to be encouraged 
to think about pursuing careers as adults or to do anything other than run the household for a 
Dom.
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Anonymous asked:
STOMOTF is wonderful. I’m picturing Joe being nervous about getting naked 
on camera and Ben comforting him and helping him overcome his fear. (Since 
Ben already has experience going nude in front of an audience!?)

Thanks friend! The nude scene is gonna be covered in some detail. Joe will be very nervous 
as he’s never been naked on camera before, and he’s particularly nervous about doing it in 
front of Doms. But Ben will be a big comfort to him, as will John.
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mcu-ask-blog asked:
Will Joe and Ben joke around in their accounts like they do irl in SOMOTF? 
How does the public react if so at seeing two subs joking about being together 
or fighting w a Dom (gwil) for the other?

Yep, the Ben/Joe friendship will be strong and very similar to how it is in our own universe. 
The public find it strange that the two subs seem to have such an easy banter with a Dom, and
that Gwil seems to just accept the jokes that are sent his way. The subs have a running joke 
hat they’re a couple, which the public finds quite endearing (although they end up getting a 
lot of crude comments from Doms on social media).
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Anonymous asked:
So happy you're making a fic with mazlek as a pairing! So underrated ? don't 
get me wrong like I'm a deazzello fan ride or die but ? I started following you 
when you'd normally have about 30 asks in your ask box over the winter and 
mazlek used to be more popular then ?

I’ve wanted to do a proper Mazlek fic for ages ? Some pairings seem to come in and out of 
fashion here and I do remember I used to get loads of Mazlek asks in the beginning.
But don’t worry, there will be plenty of Mazlek content in SOMOTF. Lots of fluff, lots of 
smut.
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pastywhiteperson

 pastywhiteperson

My fellow borhap and queen people. There is a fanfic called I Belong To You Forever 
by @bohemian-rhapsody-slash. It is the best thing you’ll ever read. They’ve just started the sequel, 
Standing On My Own Two Feet, that takes place during the borhap filming. If you like any kind of 
queen or borhap fanfic, go read it. You will NOT be disappointed. Their ao3 is KyluxFicHell. 
Seriously, go read them. Read IBTYF first, then SOMOTF. For real. Go do it. Your life will be 
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changed.

 bohemian-rhapsody-slash

Aaaaaahhhhh thank you so much for the rec pal!
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Anonymous asked:
Hello Kitty! i've read the first chapter of SOMTF (is it right? ahah) and i love 
the pov from Joe, sure i'm really over protective on Joe and Ben. Please be kind
with this two baby boys! so... about this story. What we have to be prepared? 
angst, smut, love, some really good "sub moment" between Ben and Joe? and 
about Gwil and Rami? we pretend to much but i know we have to wait until 
saturday ahaha ... uff! xoxo

Hey honey! I think the acronym is SOMOTF (I always get confused by the acronyms for my 
own fics haha!)
There will definitely be angst (you know this universe so you know Joe and Ben are gonna 
have to go through some stuff), and there will definitely be smut (of course!), but there will 
also be a lot of fluff- this is essentially going to be a love story. Gwil and Rami will be 
awesome protective Doms who take care of their friends and protect them from other Doms 
on set. And yes, there will be some Ben/Joe sub on sub action…
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theschubita asked:
Ohhh that first chapter sounds very promising, well done! Do you have any 
idea how many chapters this is going to be?

Thanks! At the moment it will be 7 chapters. Like my previous fic, I may have to add another 
chapter or two if any of the chapters become wildly long, but I have planned the whole thing 
out and I expect it to be 7 chapters long.

i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet
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mcu-ask-blog asked:
Definitely, best birthday gift ever! I'll go to sleep with a smile on my face today
haha. Totally looking forward next week just to watch how the story continues! 
Also, how is the experience of the borhap guys in the "past partners" subject? 
Lots of experience? Good, bad, not much??

Hope you had an amazing day!
So we’ve kind of already seen that Joe hasn’t had much luck with past Doms. The only time 
he’s ever come close to being claimed is by a Dom in college who offered him a collar, but 
expected him to give up his career.
Ben is in a similar situation- he’s had a few Doms, but none serious enough to claim him.
Gwil and Rami have had a few subs each, but they are single at the time of Standing On My 
Own Two Feet.
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Anonymous asked:
Rly quick question about IBTYF 2 . What are the pairings with the Bo rhap cast
??? Genuinely so excited for it tomorrow and I have a day off from ballet so I 
am so bloody ready to read it at least 20 times !!!

I know you sent me another message saying you found the pairings after refreshing the page, 
but for the benefit of others- the BoRhap pairings are Mazlek and Harlee, with a tiny bit of 
poly!BoRhap (in a similar manner to how the Queen boys started to kind of get it on with 
each other in IBTYF)
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Anonymous asked:
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I loved the first chapter of Standing on my own two feet! And it sounds like 
John will be quite involved in the making of BoRhap...? I can't wait for the next
chapter!!!:)

Thanks! Yes, John will be heavily involved with the making of BoRhap…
i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet
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Anonymous asked:
Omg omg omg I'm so excited. I just read the first chapter. Soooooo good. Poor 
John :( And the blind dinosaur joke lol

Glad you enjoyed it :) more to come soon!
i belong to you forever standing on my own two feet
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IBTYF sequel- Standing On My Own Two Feet
Well, it’s finally here.

Thank you to everyone who’s waited so patiently for the I Belong to You Forever sequel. I’m really 

excited to return to this universe, and I’d like to thank everyone who’s sent me asks, prompts and 

hcs related to IBTYF which have acted as inspiration and helped me build this universe.

As always, please read the warnings, tags and notes beforehand and avoid reading if there’s 

anything in there which you feel might make you uncomfortable. I’m very aware that Dom/sub AUs

(and this one in particular) aren’t for everyone, so I’ve tried to tag/warn as thoroughly as I can so 

you can avoid reading if this isn’t your cup of tea.

Would love to hear your comments and questions as usual. But for now, please enjoy Chapter One 

of “Standing On My Own Two Feet”:

https://archiveofourown.org/works/18974749/chapters/45053188
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Anonymous asked:
Lowkey don't need to skim over ibtyf to prepare for the sequel since I've reread 
it like 4 times BUT I WILL ANYWAY! SO EXCITED

The time is nearly upon us…
I Belong to You Forever Standing On My Own Two Feet
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Today…
If you have some time, maybe give IBTYF a quick skim to remind yourself of what happened…

Also HAPPY BIRTHDAY @mcu-ask-blog!!! Hope you have an awesome day 
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mcu-ask-blog asked:
OMG IBTYF2 WILL BEGIN ON MY BIRTHDAY SKDJSKDJSK THIS IS 
LIKE THE BEST UNPLANNED GIFT EVER THANK YOU SO MUCH

A very happy birthday to you for tomorrow! Not long to wait now…I hope you’ll enjoy it! 
Have an awesome day tomorrow 
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Anonymous asked:
T O M O R R O W. Wah!
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GET READY
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Tomorrow…
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Anonymous asked:
If Brian gets depressed after Freddie dies in the IBTYF verse like he did irl, 
how do he and Roger deal with it? Because I guess Roger wouldn't be too used 
to be in the role of the one giving comfort, considering it's usually doms 
comforting subs and not the other way around. Does that maybe make Brian 
feel like he's kinda failed his role as a dom? Because he's supposed to be taking 
care of Rog but instead he can barely look after himself.

Brian has an even bigger struggle in the IBTYF verse because he feels he has the additional 
responsibility of taking care of John. He essentially promised Freddie on his deathbed that he 
would look after John, so Brian feels like he has to be this big strong Dom who’s taking care 
of two subs and who’s always in control. At first Brian manages to hide how badly he’s 
coping by busying himself with making sure the subs are ok, but the cracks soon begin to 
show. He breaks down in bed one night when he finally has a chance to calm down, and 
Roger immediately holds him and tries to comfort him. Brian does feel ashamed that he’s 
letting this overwhelm him so much, but Roger reassures the Dom that it’s really important 
for him to talk about his feelings. Doms should cry if they want to cry and be just as 
emotionally vulnerable as subs when they feel like it. John is also really supportive- in fact, it 
makes him feel better knowing he’s not the only one going through this nightmare and he 
wants to help Brian just like Brian’s been helping him.
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Anonymous asked:
Super psyched for ibtyf sequel!!!!
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Me too ?
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Something is coming…
Thanks again for all your love and support while I’ve been going through this crap at work for the 

last month or so. You’ve helped me get away from the stress of it all and I’m so grateful for having 

such amazing followers. Now that’s all over I finally have more time to focus on writing!

Watch this space over the next few days…
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